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FOREWORD 

 

More has been said about the writing of lawyers and judges than of any other group, except, of 

course, poets and novelists. The difference is that while the latter has usually been admired for 

their writing, the public has almost always damned lawyers and judges for theirs. If this state 

of affairs has changed in recent times, it is only in that many lawyers and judges have now 

joined the rest of the world is complaining about the quality of legal prose. My best wishes to 

all these student contributors, for their future endeavours. My best wishes and assurance to the 

readers that this will add a lot to the knowledge after reading this perfect case compilation. It’s 

not just for the legal fraternity but for anyone who has an interest in the field of law.  

By  

Ishita Arora  

  Editorial Coordinator 
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PREFACE 

All India Legal Forum is replenished with information to give students a ready reference to the 

various areas of legal issues and news. All India Legal Forum is a team of more than 400 law 

students across the country to tackle basic problems which a legal researcher faces in day to 

day life, putting forward the basic things needed for researching and drafting.  

The All India Legal forum strives at providing a valuable contribution to contemporary legal 

issues and development. The organization seeks to bring out a platform to provide resourceful 

insights on law-related topics for the ever-growing legal fraternity. All India Legal Forum 

doesn't just publish blogs but also guides the authors. Determination and dedication are 

considered as ultimate requisition to be a good researcher by the All India Legal Forum, it also 

thrives to instill the values.  

The reason behind the smoothed running of All India Legal Forum is the official structure of 

the organization in which different rules are allotted by considering the strengths of the students 

and giving them roles accordingly through various Boards and Committees incorporated in the 

Organisation.  

The Legal Fort Night subdues about the current legal issues and news happening around. It 

consists of the summaries of the Supreme Court and High Court Judgements of the 14 days. 

The Legal Fort Night Team keeps compiling the judgments of the Supreme Court and high 

court regularly. The Legal Fort Night not only compiles the judgments of the Supreme Court 

and High Court, but it also deals with the static law. We’re glad to be a part of the All India 

Forum. 

Here’s an introduction to the team:  

Patron- in-Chief: Aayush Akar  

Editor-in-Chief: Shubhank Suman  

Senior Manager: Suparna Sarkar  

External manager – Pari Agarwal  

Internal Manager - Ishita Arora  

Researchers:  

 Dikshant 
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LEGAL ARTICLES 

 

Forensic Science 

 

Abstract: 

Forensics is the scientific discipline concerned with proving criminal offenses. It proves in a 

way that an investigator collects, documents and analyzes all facts related to the crime. The 

most important task of the investigator is to collect the largest possible number of pieces of 

evidences that connect to a criminal offense. They are mostly found at the site of criminal 

events, and in technical terms, is called physical evidence. Based on these sets hypotheses that 

connect one fact with another, and then we come to the theory that explains the nature of the 

criminal acts. Forensic proof of crimes is very complex transaction with the ultimate goal to 

prove or disprove the offense and find the perpetrators.  

Forensic science is a discipline that functions within the parameters of the legal system and 

may have a remarkable contribution in supporting justice in crime investigation and other 

serious violations. Its purpose is to provide guidance to those conducting criminal 

investigations through the recognition and retrieval of evidence at crime scenes and accurate 

information on which they can rely on the resolution of criminal and civil disputes. Crime 

includes murder, rape, accident-related incidents, undisclosed persons, displaced persons, 

fraud-related cases, and forgery. 

Keywords: 

Crime, Forensic Science, Evidence, DNA 

 

Introduction: 

“In school, every period ends with a bell. Every sentence ends with a period. Every crime ends 

with a sentence.” 

                                  - Steven Wright 
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Forensic science refers to the application of natural, physical, and social sciences to matters of 

the law. Most forensic scientists hold that investigation begins at the scene, regardless of their 

associated field. The proper investigation, collection, and preservation of evidence are essential 

for fact-finding and for ensuring proper evaluation and interpretation of the evidence, whether 

the evidence is bloodstains, human remains, hard drives, ledgers, and files or medical records. 

Scene investigations are concerned with the documentation, preservation, and evaluation of a 

location in which a criminal act may have occurred and any associated evidence within the 

location for the purpose of reconstructing events using the scientific method. The proper 

documentation of a scene and the subsequent collection, packaging, and storage of evidence 

are paramount. Evidence must be collected in such a manner to maintain its integrity and 

prevent loss, contamination, or deleterious change. Maintenance of the chain of custody of the 

evidence from the scene to the laboratory or a storage facility is critical. A chain of custody 

refers to the process whereby investigators preserve evidence throughout the life of a case. It 

includes information about: who collected the evidence, the manner in which the evidence was 

collected, and all individuals who took possession of the evidence after its collection and the 

date and time which such possession took place. 

Forensic science can be described as a study and use of science to issues of law. This link of 

science and law offers new techniques and methods for finding the reality. The word “forensic” 

is obtained from a Latin word “forensis” which implies ‘forum’, a public spot where, in the 

Roman times, senators discussed and conducted judicial proceedings. 

Due to the development in the criminal justice system, there has been an extraordinary diffusion 

in crime investigation techniques as far as the scientific infusion is concerned, as observed in 

the previous decade. The use of scientific tools and techniques in crime detection by police 

officials, identification of alleged criminals /offenders helps in establishing a crucial link 

between the judiciary and police force. Further, they take account of these physical pieces of 

evidence that are consistent and determine the accuracy of the innocence or guilt of the 

criminal/offender. 

 

Meaning: 

Forensic science is a consolidative subject linking numerous areas of learning which are used 

for examining crime scenes and gathering evidence to be used in the prosecution trial of 

criminals in the court of law. The methods of forensic science are used to examine compliance 
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with international treaties involving weapons that can cause mass destruction.  Previously, the 

major areas used in forensic science were biology, chemistry, and medicine. Forensic 

specialists give an essential source of information whether international or domestic for 

criminal proceedings. “Their knowledge from mass graves is not an exception: findings from 

exhumations and examinations have featured in the ad hoc tribunals’ trials and judgments”. 

The statistic is that not many professionals are trained with the knowledge required to fully 

apply the ability of science in legal civil, criminal, and family matters. 

In criminal cases, forensic scientists are often involved in the search for and examination of 

physical traces which might be useful for establishing or excluding an association between 

someone suspected of committing a crime and the scene of the crime or victim. Such traces 

commonly include, among others, blood and other body fluids, hairs, textile fibres from 

clothing etc, materials used in buildings such as paint and glass, footwear, tool and tire marks, 

flammable substances used to start fires. Sometimes the scientist will visit the scene itself to 

advise about likely sequence of events, any indicators as to who the perpetrator might be, and 

to join in the initial search for evidence. Other forensic scientists analyse suspected drugs of 

abuse, specimens from people thought to have taken them or to have been driving after drinking 

too much alcohol, or to have been poisoned. Others specialize in firearms, explosives, or 

documents whose authenticity is in doubt. 

In civil cases forensic scientists conduct similar examinations and analyses but assist in 

resolving civil disputes, such as the cause of a fire or a road accident for which damages are 

being claimed. Forensic scientists can appear for either side - prosecution or defence in criminal 

matters, and plaintiff or defendant in civil ones. They tend to present their findings and opinions 

in written form either as formal statements of evidence or reports. Sometimes they are required 

to attend court to give their evidence in person. 

 

Definition of Forensic Science by different Authors: 

1. Forensic science is the application of natural sciences to matters of the law. In practice, 

forensic science draws upon physics, chemistry, biology, and other scientific principles 

and methods. Forensic science is concerned with the recognition, identification, 

individualization, and evaluation of physical evidence. Forensic scientists present their 

findings as expert witnesses in the court of law. 

By: Midwest Forensics Resource Center at the U.S. Dept. of Energy 
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2. The word “forensic” means “pertaining to the law”; forensic science resolves legal 

issues by applying scientific principles to them. 

By: Hall Dillon, Bureau of Labor Statistics 

3. Forensic Science is the application of the methods and techniques of the basic sciences 

to legal issues. As you can imagine Forensic Science is a very broad field of study. 

Crime Laboratory Scientists, sometimes called Forensic Scientists or, more properly, 

Criminalists, work with physical evidence collected at scenes of crimes. 

By: California Criminalistics Institute 

 

Nature and Scope: 

The area of forensic science is so broad and diverse that currently it has become an essential 

‘working horse’ for delivering justice. The present-day situation in India of criminal 

investigations and prosecution is rather bleak. In India, a huge number of tracks end up in 

releases. Both official and unofficial figures are included in it. When it’s official then it is about 

90% and when it is unofficial the figure is even greater. 

In India, the inquiry of crime and prosecution of people who have committed the crime is not 

that great. Even in outrageous crimes a large number of offenders are not prosecuted and a few 

proportions of trials end up in release or acquittal because of which several criminals along 

with crimes are increasing regularly. These recurrent acquittals are primarily because of 

outdated procedures of inquiry and investigation which lead to numerous ambiguities. Thus, 

for genuine investigation scientific methods of investigation are required.  

The need for the use of science in the spreading of criminal justice has evolved from the 

following aspects: 

1. Societal Vagaries: The society is experiencing changes and that too at a very quick 

speed. India has undergone a radical shift and has changed from an imperial colony into 

an autonomous republic. Modern innovation has touched all the ways of life including 

communication or transportation. But this transformation has not been positive as such, 

but it has affected negative individuals as well as the satellite interaction which is 

assisting and helping the intelligence agencies and proved it as a boon to the criminal 

minds.  
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2. Obscurity: The change in the techniques of transportation and altering of social 

paradigm from rural to urban literally helped and enabled the criminals to evade from 

instant arrest and punishment for the commission of crime. The criminals with the 

assistance of improved services can go into hiding in any area of the city or can travel 

hundreds of miles away from the target where the crime was committed in a very short 

period of time.  

3. Technical Know How: The technical expertise of an ordinary man has improved which 

has developed the ways of committing the crime and in order to fight with these 

enhanced techniques of committing crime by the offenders, the technique and 

methodologies of fighting the said crime should also get advanced and updated.  

4. Extensive Arena: The field of business of criminal law is expanding at a tremendous 

rate. Legally the crime and criminal used to be local, and typically age-old methods 

were used for perpetrating the crime but now both national and international crimes are 

a common occurrence. “Smuggling Drug Trafficking, financial frauds and forgeries 

offer a wide and over expanding field”. 

5. Better Evidence: Usually the physical evidence evaluated by an expert is extremely 

intent in nature, like for example if a fingerprint is discovered at the crime scene, it is 

perceived to be of only one person. If that person turns out to be the suspect in the crime 

occurred, he must account for his mere presence at that crime scene. Similarly, if a 

bullet is retrieved from a dead body, it can be ascribed to one firearm or gun. If this gun 

turns out to be of the accused, he must be held responsible for its participation in that 

crime. Such type of evidence is always provable. 

 

Case Laws: 

1. Mukesh and Another v. State (NCT of Delhi) and Others (2017) 

 

Facts: 

The Appellants were convicted and sentenced to death for the gangrape and murder of 

the prosecutrix. Along with other evidence, the prosecution relied on DNA evidence to 

convict the appellants. While confirming the conviction and sentence, the Supreme 

Court discussed the importance of DNA evidence. 
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Findings: 

The Court noted that India, like several other countries, is increasingly relying upon 

DNA evidence. It further emphasized on the importance of such evidence by referring 

to Sections 53A and 164A of Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 which relate to 

examination of a person accused of rape and a victim of rape respectively to hold that 

DNA profiling is now a part of the statutory scheme. After referring to various 

precedents, the Court held that a DNA report deserves to be accepted unless it is 

absolutely dented. In case the DNA report is rejected, it must be established that there 

had been no quality control or quality assurance. A DNA report should be accepted if 

there is no error in sampling and no indication of tampering of samples. 

 

2. Premjibhai Bachubhai Khasiya v. State of Gujarat and Anr 

Facts: 

The appellant was convicted of kidnapping and rape by the Trial Court while the co-

accused was acquitted. The pregnant prosecutrix and both the accused persons had been 

medically examined and their DNA samples had been sent to the Forensic Science 

Laboratory. As per the report, the DNA profile of the co-accused excluded him as the 

biological father of the foetus of the prosecutrix, whereas the test concluded that DNA 

profile of the appellant was consistent as biological father of the foetus. 

 

Findings: 

The question before the High Court was whether the DNA report could be the sole basis 

to establish the guilt of the accused for rape in absence of any other evidence. The Court 

held that a positive DNA report can be of great significance, where there is supporting 

evidence, depending on the strength and quality of that evidence. However, if it is the 

sole piece of evidence, it cannot conclusively fix the identity. However, if the report is 

negative, it would conclusively exonerate the accused from the charge. The Court noted 

that the DNA science and report is founded on probability theory. When the profiles of 

accused and foetus are consistent, it shows a probability as per Random Occurrence 

Ratio. That cannot be treated as conclusive proof and be the sole basis of conviction in 

a criminal case, especially when Random Occurrence Ratio is unavailable. 

 

3. Fakhruddin v. The State of Madhya Pradesh AIR 1967 
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Facts: 

The Appellant was convicted for criminal conspiracy, forgery, cheating and 

personation. The Sessions Judge accepted the evidence of a handwriting expert to hold 

Fakhruddin guilty of forgery. In this context, the Supreme Court examined the law on 

handwriting evidence. 

 

Findings: 

The Court held that where an expert's opinion is given, the Court must, with the 

assistance of the expert, come to its own conclusion on whether it can be held that two 

writings are by the same person. This does not mean that the Court must play the role 

of an expert but the Court may accept a fact to be proved only when it has satisfied 

itself on its own observation that it is safe to accept the opinion whether of the expert 

or other witness. In this case, the Court concluded that the disputed writings were so 

clearly by the same person that one does not even need expert guidance. The Supreme 

Court upheld the conviction. 

 

4. Murari Lal v. State of Madhya Pradesh (1980) 

 

Facts: 

This case pertains to murder where a handwritten note was discovered from the room 

of the deceased indicating that the offence was committed by frustrated and 

unemployed graduates. As per the expert opinion, the handwritten note and specimen 

of writing of the Appellant were the same. 

 

Findings: 

While analysing the law on expert evidence, the Court first observed that the “expert is 

no accomplice”. It further noted that the hazard in accepting the opinion of any expert 

is not because experts are unreliable witnesses but because “human judgment is fallible 

and an expert may go wrong because of some defect of observation, some error of 

premises or honest mistake of conclusion.” While noting that the more developed and 

perfect a science, the less the chance of an incorrect opinion, the Court observed that 

the science of identification of handwriting was not nearly as perfect as fingerprints. It 

clarified that the opinion of a handwriting expert cannot be disregarded as an invariable 

rule and held that courts must insist upon substantial corroboration in every case, even 
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if the opinion is backed by the soundest of reasons. It is the duty of an expert to furnish 

necessary scientific criteria for testing the accuracy of their conclusion so as to enable 

the judge to form his independent judgment. Courts should proceed cautiously while 

considering the opinion of a handwriting expert and must probe the reasons for the 

opinion. The Court confirmed the Appellant’s conviction on the basis his handwriting 

matched the note left on the deceased’s table. 

 

Principles of Forensic Science: 

The principles of forensic science guide the disciplines and methodologies of science in 

analysing the evidence to answer certain questions. These principles of forensic science have 

an impact upon criminal proceedings which start from the point of investigation upon the 

occurrence of a crime till the conviction of the accused in the court of law. The principles of 

forensic science which are significant in criminal proceedings are as follows: 

1. Locards Principle: Sir Adman Locardo, a pioneer in criminology and forensic science, 

gave the basic principle of forensic science every contact leaves a trace. This principle 

holds that the perpetrator of a crime will bring something into the crime scene and leave 

with something from it. This principle is associated with the trace evidence collection 

at the crime scene. 

2. Law of individuality: Every individual, natural or manmade, has a distinct quality or 

characteristic which is not duplicated in any other form. The most distinctive character 

associated with law of individuality is fingerprints which has a judgmental role in 

forensic science. 

3. Law of exchange: Law of exchange states that when a criminal or his instrument comes 

in contact with the victim or the objects surrounding him he leaves some trace behind 

so that these traces are helpful for investigation purposes. 

4. Law of progressive change: It states that everything changes with the passage of time 

and its impact on criminal investigation is immense because the crime scene and the 

criminal undergo changes and sometimes become unrecognizable. 

5. Law of comparison: This principle compares only the people with similar likes whereas 

people having dissimilar likes are not compared. 
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6. Law of analysis: It means collection of the correct samples and their preservation for 

better analysis. The evidences have to be preserved in the prescribed manner to avoid 

tampering and destruction. 

7. Law of probability: All the identifications and identities are sometimes consciously and 

unconsciously correct based on circumstances. 

8. Law of circumstantial facts: Facts never lie but men can lie. Facts cannot be wrong, it 

cannot lie, it cannot be wholly absent. Therefore, the importance of circumstantial facts 

is good for oral evidence. 

 

Role of Forensic Science in Criminal Investigations 

Forensic science is an important feature of the criminal justice system. Essentially, it deals with 

exploring the scientific and physical clues collected from the crime scene. Forensic science 

describes the suspect’s distinctive nature which committed the crime. The evidence clearly 

points out the essence of the crime that was committed. The circumstantial evidence even refers 

to the time of the occurrence. The forensic evidence indicates where the crime is located. The 

forensic investigation even follows the offender’s process. 

Finally, the motive behind the crime comes to a close. Forensic analysts recreate the peculiarity 

of the suspect and the victim. A forensic scientist’s roles and obligations in a criminal case are 

important as it includes carefully analyzing the evidence with sufficient diligence so that it is 

not manipulated. For example, forensic pathologists are skilled in performing autopsies to 

determine the cause of death. An autopsy assists in assessing the cause and manner of death by 

analyzing body fluids and tissues. Forensic scientists analyze physical evidence collected from 

the crime scene (fingerprints, blood, hair, etc.) to identify suspects. Forensic experts also use 

resources for image manipulation to search for long-term offenders who are absconding from 

the law. This method helps them to digitally age an image and understand how the aged person 

will feel. 

In investigating a criminal act, a large array of forensic science and forensic resources are 

involved. During the entire criminal investigation, the evidence is collected from the scene of 

the crime or by a person who is an eye witness to the complete event, which is further analyzed 

in a forensic lab and then the findings are reported to the judge. Every crime investigation is 

unique in nature and poses its own challenges in each instance. Forensic science plays a 

significant role in the criminal justice system by offering scientifically based knowledge 
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through the study of the physical proof, the identification of the perpetrator by personal clues 

such as fingerprints, footprints, blood drops or ears, cell phones or any other devices, 

automobiles and arms. 

 

Conclusion: 

Forensic science is an evidenced process which includes numerous areas of science. It 

comprises further progressive thinking and modern medical technology. Forensics involves a 

specialist who can gather biological samples while taking vital precautions during gathering, 

like proper handling, suitable storage of biological samples for example blood, semen, saliva, 

hair etc. Forensic science can contribute a lot for obtaining speedy justice to the society if 

appropriate measures are taken for due and efficient execution. The prominence statements 

from the forensic scientists shall certainly fulfil the hope of the people from the professionals 

of forensic. Currently, because criminals are adopting new contemporary complex techniques 

in executing the crimes, so, it is not feasible to solve the crime without using the new systematic 

technique.  

In the Indian case, greater focus was put on the use of these technologies in criminal 

investigations and trials. Commissions appointed on criminal justice reforms have affirmed 

that the introduction of crime detection technologies will enable the system to work efficiently. 

The related laws have been changed from time to time to make room for the use of forensic 

technologies in investigating and prosecuting crime. And yet, it can be argued that the 

regulations that need to be revised have current flaws. Also, due to their conservative approach, 

the courts are reluctant to rely on empirical evidence, or other inherent flaws in the evidence 

presented in court, which prevent them from relying entirely on it. Criminal justice system’s 

primary motto is to have equal justice. The forensic proof is, no doubt, more credible than eye 

testimony. 

Being a scientific method, forensic science is a boon to the criminal justice system. To progress, 

we need to overcome the existing flaws. Around the same time, there is a need to ensure that 

law enforcement and investigative agencies once again understand and use forensic science as 

a holistic problem-solving resource to their full potential. It is apparent that such a technique 

is incorporated within a context that enables an understanding of the input that a particular form 

of evidence may provide meaningfully in terms of sub-source, source, operation or offence-

level proposals for a given collection of case-specific circumstances rather than restricting it to 
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a one-dimensional reactive procedure. An interpreted means of evaluative monitoring of 

forensic science data pertinent to a specific case but retained in the context of that case where 

alternate solution propositions can be attended to and challenged correctly, works to fulfil this 

problem-solving prospect. Such a method has been developed by the Association of Forensic 

Science Suppliers among others. 

Therefore, the significance of forensic science is rapidly increasing in the current time with the 

assistance of forensic science and its innovative techniques the enigmatic crime can be 

effortlessly solved. 
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                                            FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGY 

 

 

 

 

    Abstract: 

Anthropology is a branch of science dealing with human behaviour, biology, civilizations, 

and society in the present and past, including past human species. In a judicial situation, 

forensic anthropology is concerned with the identification of human remains. A forensic 

anthropologist's principal job is to examine human skeletal remains and determine the 

deceased's biological profile. As a result, forensic anthropologists aid medical examiners as 

well as law enforcement organisations. The subject's scope includes anything from 

evaluating human skeletal remains to identifying living people. The job of forensic 

anthropologists in the new millennium includes catastrophe victim identification, 

photographic superimposition, face image reconstruction in CCTV footage, gait pattern 

analysis from video surveillance, and determining an individual's age in the absence of legal 

documents and paedo-pornographic materials.  

In spite of its importance in human identification, India's forensic anthropology progress is 

not promising. In India, only a few colleges provide forensic anthropology as part of a 

forensic science degree programme, but there are no accredited anthropology courses. 
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Similarly, there are few job openings for forensic anthropologists in medical institutions. 

There is a  need for it to be recognised as a significant specialty.  

Keywords: Forensic Medicine, Disaster Victim Identification (DVI), Human Remains 

    Introduction: 

 

Forensic anthropology is defined by the American Board of Forensic Anthropology (ABFA) 

as "the application of the science of physical or biological anthropology to the judicial process." 

In a legal context, forensic anthropologists use their understanding of physical or biological 

anthropological concepts and interpretations to identify human remains. As a result, forensic 

anthropology might be defined as the intersection of medicine, forensic science, and 

anthropology. In a forensic context, forensic anthropology is the science that deals with the 

examination and identification of human skeletal remains. The inspection and evaluation of 

human remains, as well as the identification of the living, are the two main areas of the 

discipline. Anatomy, pathology, biology, osteology, odontology, botany, entomology, 

taphonomy, and archaeology are all disciplines that operate in tandem with forensic 

anthropology. 

In mass disasters such as natural disasters, armed wars, mass massacres, terror attacks, and war 

crimes, evaluating the dead/human remains is critical. The MH370 plane crash, the World 

Trade Centre disaster, the Kargil war and the Siachen struggle between India and Pakistan, the 

Uttarakhand flash floods, the Indian Ocean Tsunami, and other disasters have all presented 

investigators with challenges in identifying human remains. Investigations into mass casualties 
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are primarily focused on trauma analysis, determining the cause and method of death, and 

analysing the post-mortem interval and related taphonomy processes. 

Establishing the biological profile of victims/human remains, which is the main realm of 

forensic anthropology, is a major concern in such cases. Apart from the careful examination of 

human remains, the investigation of the deceased's personal possessions also serves as 

corroboratory evidence in the identification procedure. 

In recent years, the field of forensic anthropology has grown dramatically. In today's world, 

forensic anthropology also deals with the identification of real people using CCTV footage and 

photographs. Certain particular traits of the face and other body parts may be used to identify 

criminals and suspects. In addition, given the known demographic disparities in human 

features, efforts are being made to establish forensic anthropology population databases. To 

improve such databases, age, sex, stature, and ancestry have been calculated in many 

populations around the world. 

 Forensic Anthropology in US and India: 

 

Forensic anthropologists have long aided medical examiners and investigative experts at 

death/crime sites in the United States. In 1972, the American Academy of Forensic Sciences 

of the United States included forensic anthropology as a department. The American Board of 

Forensic Anthropology was established in 1977 to provide standards for forensic 

anthropologists in the field. In order to collaborate with forensic pathologists, odontologists, 

and death investigators, the board examines the experts' efficiency, competence, education, and 

training.  

In the detection of human skeletal remains, mass catastrophe victim identification, 

photographic/video superimposition, time since death estimation, and injury analysis, forensic 
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anthropology plays a critical role. Forensic anthropologists are professionals who have 

undergone extensive training and have gained the necessary skills to carry out these duties. 

Skeletal collections from around the world, such as the Pretoria collection, the Raymond A. 

Dart collection, the William Bass collection, and others, have aided in the development of 

anthropological standards for various groups. The demographic and biological data provided 

in these databases is extremely useful in determining how to correctly identify skeletal remains. 

However, there are no comparable skeletal collections available in India for study and research. 

As a result, while forensic anthropology has made tremendous development in the United 

States, it has yet to be recognised as a serious discipline in India. 

Forensic anthropologists and death investigations:  

 

In death investigations, forensic professionals examine skeletal remains using conventional 

methods to determine the cause and time of death. In death investigations, forensic 

anthropologists' expertise is required in order to determine the biological profile of the remains. 

Standard criteria for the appraisal and study of human remains, as well as the analysis of data 

gathered from the skeleton, have been established in the United States, the United Kingdom, 

and most areas of Europe. For Indian professionals dealing with human remains, however, no 

such criteria or standards exist. 

In India, police officials investigate medico-legal matters with the help of professionals from 

the forensic medicine department and forensic science laboratories (FSLs). In all situations of 

unnatural deaths, the investigating officer is responsible for researching the circumstances of 

death. In the event of a tragedy, the search and identification of survivors becomes even more 
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important. In India, the investigating officials enlist the help of forensic medicine professionals 

to determine the cause of death, as well as forensic science personnel to help with human 

identification concerns. Ironically, in such circumstances, the requirement for experienced 

forensic anthropologists is not yet recognised in India. 

India has been hit by a slew of disasters in recent decades, including the Gujarat Earthquake 

(2001), the Indian Heat Wave (2002), the Indian Ocean Tsunami (2004), the Bihar Floods 

(2007), the Uttarakhand Flash Floods (2013), and a slew of others of lesser magnitude. Such 

tragedies require the whole forensic community to recognise the importance of victim 

identification, crisis management techniques, and cross-disciplinary collaboration to improve 

identification success. As a result, a disaster victim identification (DVI) team must be 

established at the state and national levels, with the participation of forensic anthropologists, 

medical professionals, and law enforcement authorities to aid in the identification process. 

    Earlier studies and historical background around Forensic Anthropology in India: 

 

Pan was an Indian anatomist who was the first to document the length of the Indian population's 

long bones. He looked at the proportion of long bones in relation to people's height and noticed 

that the average length of bones differed between males and girls. One other Indian researcher, 

Nat, attempted to estimate stature from the length of long bones by deriving the multiplication 

factor for individual long bones, while Siddique investigated variations in the lower end of the 

femur in the Indian population, finding that squatters' femora had a deeper intercondylar fossa 

than non-squatters'. Of addition, the intercondylar line in squatters' femora had a groove for the 

posterior cruciate ligament, establishing a unique feature in this group of people. 
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In India, forensic anthropological work barely began in the second half of the twentieth century. 

The clavicle, humerus, and femur were used to estimate sex in the beginning. Singh & Singh 

attempted to research the curvature of the femur in Indians in 1972. Surinder Nath's important 

book ‘An introduction to Forensic Anthropology’ published in 1987 covered the forensic 

application of physical anthropology in depth. Unfortunately, there is a scarcity of 

anthropological research on the Indian population, and what is done is either publicised 

publicly or remains unpublished. This complicates the comparative study of skeletal material 

in India-based studies on various demographic groups. 

Sex estimation 

When recreating the biological profile of unidentified human skeletal remains, one of the most 

important factors to consider is sex estimation. In comparison to other bones, the pelvis and 

skull are thought to provide the most precise information in sex assessment. The postcranial 

bones, particularly the long bones, are important in sex assessment in the absence of the skull 

and pelvis. Various morphometric/osteometry investigations on skeletal materials from the 

Indian population have been undertaken in order to estimate sex. Subjectivity and increased 

inter-observer variability were associated with traditional morphological methods of assessing 

cranial and postcranial bones for sex estimation. As a result, Naikmasur used morphometric 

methods as well as discriminant function analysis (DFA) to examine cephalometric features in 

South Indians and Tibetan refugees in India. In South Indians, the method's sex estimation 

accuracy was 81.5 percent, while in Tibetan exiles, it was 88.2 percent. Such DFA models are 

peculiar to different demographic groups, and in order to predict sex across populations, 

identical standards must be devised. Multiple femur variables give 90.2 percent accuracy in 

sex determination in the North Indian population, according to studies. With existing 

demographic variances and rising secular changes, the osteometry standards in anthropology 

case work must be updated and standardised on a regular basis. 

Age estimation 

Estimating the deceased's age is another crucial parameter in reconstructing the deceased's 

biological profile. The ossification of the epiphyseal union of the long bones was used to 

estimate age in the Indian population as early as 1929. Epiphyseal union has been detected on 

radiographs of the long bones, wrist, elbow, and knee joints in several Indian populations, 

including those in West Bengal, Delhi, Punjab, Haryana, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, and 
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South India. The bulk of the investigations used a radiological evaluation of wrist joint and 

femur epiphyseal union, with a mean standard error of one or two years. In India, dental age 

estimation is used in a vast number of studies on age estimation. 

Stature estimation 

The estimation of stature from human skeletal remains is an important part of the identification 

process. There is a need to derive population-specific regression models due to the existing 

geographical, ethnic, genetic, dietary and other differences. Previous studies on estimating 

stature in the Indian population focused mostly on the long bones, with various regression 

models for different bones developed. 

Furthermore, for the Indian population, the percutaneous length of the upper and lower 

extremities has been used to predict stature using several regression models. Meadows and 

Jantz even suggested that existing stature estimation methods be revised so that they can be 

used to estimate stature in present demographic groups. Hand and foot measurements exhibit 

a favourable link with stature among body parts. Pedal evidence, in addition to human remains, 

is significant in estimating stature in certain crime scene settings. The size and shape of a 

person's footprints can be used to estimate their height and gender. 

Training and application of forensic anthropological knowledge: Finding the Lacunae  

 

In India, there are over 400 medical colleges, each with a well-equipped forensic medicine 

department to handle the medico-legal cases that are reported to the hospital. For those pursuing 

an MBBS at these medical colleges, forensic medicine is one of the disciplines offered, with 

only a brief mention of forensic anthropology and identification. Even the few medical 
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graduates who choose to continue postgraduate study in forensic medicine do not receive 

specialised training in forensic anthropology. Similarly, in India, there are seven central FSLs 

(CFSLs) and state/regional FSLs (RFSLs) in practically every state. Physics, toxicology, 

fingerprints, voice analysis, serology, biology, lie detection, diatomology, narcotics, DNA 

division, questioned papers, and so on are all subdivisions/sections of these CFSLs and RFSLs. 

Forensic scientists at RFSLs and CFSLs are frequently sought out by forensic medicine 

professionals for chemical analysis of the viscera and DNA typing for identification purposes. 

In India, neither forensic anthropologists nor their expertise are sought for the investigation of 

extensively decomposed bodies or skeletonised human remains. Similarly, FSLs in India do 

not have their own forensic anthropology branch or unit. In FSLs, forensic identification issues 

are instead brought within the jurisdiction of the biology and serology division. 

In India, the growth of forensic anthropology as a subject area and profession has been slow. 

In India, no institution or university offers a full-time forensic anthropological programme. 

Furthermore, most university anthropology course curriculums do not provide any practical 

training for students in forensic anthropology casework. In India, forensic anthropology is now 

practised by a small number of anthropologists from Panjab University, University of Delhi, 

and University of Allahabad. They attend a few conferences/meetings and are also involved in 

forensic anthropological research. However, the scope of their services used in practise, as well 

as the inability of such a small number of educated forensic anthropologists to handle the 

forensic anthropology workload in such a large country as India, are key considerations. From 

a professional standpoint, there isn't a single post or position accessible for forensic 

anthropologists in India, which is a disincentive for individuals considering this field. It is 

necessary to create a separate position for forensic anthropologists in medical colleges and 

FSLs, which would have an impact on the expansion of this essential subject speciality. 

In affluent countries, on the other hand, forensic anthropology is a growing area in both 

academia and research. The American Board of Forensic Anthropology was founded about 

three decades ago with the goal of offering forensic anthropology certification. It has its own 

criterion for recognising forensic anthropology diplomats' qualifications and training. In 2010, 

the US Federal Bureau of Investigation established a Forensic Anthropology Program for 

laboratory analysis as well as field help in skeletal remains identification. 

Many colleges and forensic anthropology centres in the United States now have ‘body farms.' 

These are outdoor forensic anthropology research laboratories where body decomposition can 
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be studied in controlled conditions with respect to various environmental and taphonomy 

factors for advancement in the knowledge of examination and interpretation of decomposed 

dead bodies and skeletal remains for identification and time estimation. These body farms also 

provide forensic anthropologists with training. In India, on the other hand, there are no known 

bone collections, and forensic anthropology research in India is largely based on anatomic and 

autopsy materials. In India, body farms are definitely a thing of the past. 

Role of forensic anthropologists in the Disaster Victim Identification (DVI) team: 

 

To deal with unforeseen disasters, the Indian government established the National Disaster 

Relief Force (NDRF) under the National Disaster Management Authority, which begins with 

effective rescue and relief activities at the damaged sites. As part of the response activities, 

NDRF teams rescue the bodies of catastrophe victims. Electricians, engineers, 

paramedics/medics, and dog squads are all part of each battalion. 

Search and rescue operations, first responders, rope rescue, food and health emergencies, and 

dead body disposal are all areas in which the teams are trained. They are also trained and 

equipped for missions including chemical, biological, physical, and nuclear emergencies. In 

spite of the government's ongoing efforts to rescue and aid victims of such calamities, a 

considerable number of people are frequently left unaccounted for. The found bodies are 

frequently in advanced states of decomposition, making identification difficult. The 

identification of missing people is critical in all of these situations for social, medical, legal, 

and humanitarian reasons. As a result, DVI teams made up of forensic anthropologists, 

odontologists, and pathologists are desperately needed to handle the identification procedure 

at the catastrophe site. To aid in the positive identification of human remains, a team of experts 
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comprised of forensic medicine experts, forensic anthropologists, forensic odontologists, 

fingerprint experts, forensic scientists, forensic pathologists, and forensic entomologists should 

be formed in collaboration with the NDRF. 

The identification of the commingled, fragmented, degraded remains may benefit from forensic 

anthropological expertise. Forensic anthropologists can help with the following: 

 Identifying the dead body's spatial-temporal link with other evidence 

 Identification of human and non-human remains  

 Evaluation of taphonomy changes to bone  

 Interpretation of bone injuries and trauma  

 Analysis of fragmentary, commingled, burned, or cremated remains 

 Counting the number of people that died in the commingled bones 

 Determining the biological profile of the remains (age, sex, stature, and ethnicity). 

Conclusion: 

Forensic anthropology is defined by the American Board of Forensic Anthropology (ABFA) 

as "the application of the science of physical or biological anthropology to the judicial process." 

In a legal context, forensic anthropologists use their understanding of physical or biological 

anthropological concepts and interpretations to identify human remains. As a result, forensic 

anthropology might be defined as the intersection of medicine, forensic science, and 

anthropology. In India, the growth of forensic anthropology as a subject area and profession 

has been slow. In India, no institution or university offers a full-time forensic anthropological 

programme. Furthermore, most university anthropology course curriculums do not provide any 

practical training for students in forensic anthropology casework. Universities should create 

postgraduate courses in forensic anthropology and provide forensic anthropologists with 

ongoing training; 

 At CFSLs and RFSLs, a separate division for forensic anthropology is established. Those 

specialising in forensic anthropology are provided internship/training in forensic medical 

departments where cases pertaining to forensic anthropology casework are routinely brought 

for evaluation; Standard databases and procedures are developed for the collection and analysis 

of skeletal remains with ethical considerations; Visits and revisits by forensic anthropologists 

to crime scenes or disasters are scheduled; Frameworks for the certification of forensic 
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anthropology experts in the country are developed; and Professional bodies are established to 

ensure the growth of forensic anthropology in India. DVI teams are established, consisting of 

anthropologists, odontologists, forensic medicine experts, engineers, management experts, 

paramedics, photographers, and police officials; DVI teams are made an integral element of 

India's National Disaster Management Authority; In partnership with other well-known teams, 

DVI develops a scientific working group at both the national and international levels. 
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MEDICO-LEGAL ASPECTS OF WOUNDS 

 

Abstract. 

The legal term “hurt” denotes any person's physical suffering, harm or injury and sickness 

or disability. Burns, scald are frequent forms of damage or hurt, such as abrasion, bruises, 

lacerations, fractures, dislocation, incised wounds, stab wounds, punctures, insults. Different 

kinds of weapons or ways of causing harm are blunt weapons, sharp weapons, guns and 

firearms, explosives, heat, power and corrosive weapons. Hurts are classified as serious harm 

and simple hurt for legal purposes. There are eight seriously injured groups. In situations of 

harm, the clinical condition of a victim is documented, and his opinion is provided concerning 

its legal condition, i.e., whether grave or simple, age of damage, kind of weapon or method 

causes injury, if inflicted by others or self-inflicted, etc. This helps the court to judge. Section, 

number, kinds of offense and consequences are described by established legislation. 

Keywords: hurt, harm, injury, sickness, disability, damage, hurt, victi\m 

 

Introduction. 

Medical practitioners very often have to evaluate, treat victims and provide medico-

legal reports to deal with the injured. Officers implementing the law might send standard 

treatment and medical reports to the injured individuals. Often, the victims themselves ask the 

doctors to produce medical certifications and reports that are necessary to initiate legal 

proceedings against the guilty. That is why physicians must utilize their medical skills and 

experience in relation to hurts or injuries, various causative instruments or methods for 

producing highly valuable medical reporting and subsequently function as qualified legal 

expert witnesses in court. 

 

Discussion. 

The words hurt1, injury and wound also have nearly the same significance and certain 

variances. They generally indicate any body injury or harm produced by violence in any region 

of the body. Badness also includes damages to the intellect, reputation and property, and 

physiological discomfort, illness or illness includes injury. Clinically, an injury occurs when 
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the skin or mucosal membrane breaking with or without damage to the underlying tissues. 

Forensic injury is caused whenever any tissue or organ damage occurs regardless of any 

infringement of skin or mucosal continuity. 

a) Production of wound:- A wound occurs when the force delivered to the body surpasses 

the tissue's ability to adapt and withstand strength. The tissue's capacity to adjust or 

resist the strength relies on the strength, speed, precision of the region of the gun that 

presses the body, the tissue's structure, the method of applying the strength such as 

compression, traction, torsion, tangency and stress relief. Type of tissue injury relies on 

how much kinetic energy is transferred from comparable weapons and/or bodily 

movements. 

b) Type of wounds:- Wounds are categorized according to their appearance and the 

causative approach. Abrasion - injury in the epidermis, which may also harm some 

dermal papillae. It is produced by harsh blunt items or by dragging on the skin or 

mucous membranes the tip of the pointed objects. The rubbing effect is mostly due to 

abrasions and vertical pressure is also generated by others. In the abraded region, the 

pattern of the impacting item can be maintained. Bruise- The extravascular blood 

collection is the result of the rupture of blood vessels induced by an application of 

bloody force with the skin, skin, subcutaneous tissue and other deeper tissues, and by 

blood that does not escape outside with the surplus tissue that remains intact. When the 

lesion is visible from outside it is referred to as bruise and is termed bruise, if not visible 

from the outside. Bruises may vary in size, viz, petechial hemorrhages in size of pin 

heads, 2 to 5 mm purpura, more than 5 mm ecchymosis, local swelling hematomas. 

Laceration - it involves the tearing or division of the skin, the mucosa and surfaces of 

all internal organs due to the use of blunt force. Blood flees the wound to the outside or 

to any cavity of the body. Fracture – the rupture of bone or teeth continuity due to use 

of stubborn strength. This sort of lesion is believed to be diagnosed using clinical 

characteristics and X-ray results. When the joint dislocates, the bone ends are totally 

displaced by injury to the surrounding tissues from their usual anatomical locations. 

The sharp edge of the weapon put perpendicularly or obliquely on the skin is 

responsible for producing clean wound edges regularly. Slash wound is named when 

the injury's length is longer than the injury's depth. It is stab wound, when the depth is 

more than its length and is generally produced by a dagger or spinning knife. When a 

pointed thin corset gun is inserted into the body, a puncture wound is formed. Its depth 
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exceeds its diameter as well. When a bigger sort of pointing arm such as a teta is 

directed into the body to increase depth, a penetrating wound occurs. When a wound is 

penetrated or puncturated, it is called an injury when it has an entry and an exit and a 

path. Puncture and piercing injuries are also classified as stab injuries. 

c) Wounds in firearms - These injuries are caused by bullets or by firearms pellets. Bullet 

generally causes drilling and pellets inflict injuries. Intrusion of firearms wounds is 

linked to scorching, blackening, surrounding skin tattoos. Explosion of bombs leads to 

the expansion of blasts and the surrounding tiny bits driven by the blasted winds, blast 

winds, heat, splitters, shrapnel, and shockwaves. The weapons are applied to the body 

to cause wounds, or the body applied to the gun at different speeds. Various wounds 

have distinct features and may be easily recognised. Kind and wound characteristics 

identify the arms type. They can be metal, wooden, fibrous, stones, even the offender's 

body parts, e.g., teeth, nails, legs, palm, fist, fingers, elbows and knees. Flames, heated 

objects and hot fluids and vapors or gases produce burns. Corrosive, electrical, pesticide 

and high-dose medicines may potentially cause body damage. 

d) Dangerous weapons and methods: Dangerous weapons and means are identified (IPC 

section 324, 326): Subsequent measures and means Any tool used as a weapon of 

offence for shooting, stalking, cutting or any instrument which causes death, fire or any 

hot material, toxic substances to be inhaled, swallowed or received into the blood or 

any animal for crime and to cause deletion or harmful to the human body. 

e) Complications: hemorrhage, shocks, impaired vital organ function, hypoxia, 

unconsciousness, infection, embolism, etc. Complications of injuries 

f) Hurt or injury classification: The following ailments or hurts are categorized as 

serious (BPC Section 320) 

1. Emasculation. i.e., male sexual capacity loss. 

2. Permanent deprivation of the eyesight. 

3. Each ear is permanently deprived of hearing. 

4. Any member (part of the body) or joint shall be deprived. 

5. Destruction or permanent impairment of any member or joint authority. 

6. The head or face is permanently disfigured. 

7. Bone or teeth breakage or dislocation. 

8. Any damage that endangers life or causes the patient to experience 

significant physical discomfort within twenty days or to fail to follow his 

regular course. 
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Any damage other than the bad ones is not serious or easy (IPC Section No 319) Wholesale 

victims who cause shock, suffocation or unconsciousness are regarded as dangerous wounds. 

The sufferer may die if there is no treatment. Hurts are inevitably lethal, which means that the 

person cannot be saved from death by finest therapy. Most of the wounds are directly or 

indirectly inflicted by other people, you're the person accused. Some injuries can be caused by 

themselves, accusing others of self-interest or by avoiding responsibility or dying themselves. 

The wounds inflicted by themselves generally come from sharp weapons. Superficial, 

numerous, parallel incisions are cut across easily accessible body locations such as the wrist, 

neck, chest and abdominal front. 

g) Opinion about weapon or means: wounds detected on the body of the victim type and 

characteristics indicate the kind of weapons or means, blunt, sharp, sharp, guns, 

explosives, heat, corrosives, etc. 

h) Opinion on age of wounds: wound healing, Viz, color changes, the union of the 

margins of the wound indicate approximately the period between wound and medical 

evaluation. 

i) Victim examination and report preparation: The narrative of the occurrence is 

recorded and the general clinical examination is carried out after a correct identification 

of the victim. The essential research, such as X-ray findings, is documented and 

margins, guidelines and other characteristics included. The injury report can also be 

included with an image of the wound with a measurement scale. Adequate therapy is 

also provided simultaneously.  

When the victim dies his death statement will be taken, his signature and LTI will be 

taken. Also signed by the doctor and two witnesses is the declaration form. Based on 

the medical results obtained in the examination, an opinion is drawn that refers to the 

class of injured, the kind of weapon to which injury is caused, the age of an injury, 

whether inflicted by oneself or inflicted by others. The report is signed by the doctor 

and its printing is put into a sealed envelope and forwarded to the investigating officer. 

For future reference the physician will maintain copies of medical papers. 

 

Professional duties of Medico- legal Expert. 

Whether the injuries are straightforward or serious, the character of injuries following a 

medical procedure should not be judged on the basis of injuries on the occasion of infliction. 
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If the harm is left untried, it is the cardinal principle which decides whether it is simple or 

serious, that it results in the implications provided for in section 320 IPC. The investigating 

officer will in some cases retrieve and send the weapons supposedly used to conduct an offence 

to the physician. The expert should carefully investigate that weapon on the weapon used in 

the crime against blood traces or the remnants of the body. The inspection of injuries and of 

the clothes connected to the weapon, under specific conditions, enables the attending medical 

professional to express his judgement without problems on stab or incised wound. With regard 

to the duration of the injury, view must be based on the condition of injury healing. The judge's 

decision about the history and the nature of the injuries is in the court's interest. Injuries faced 

by physicians - legal professionals might differ in terms of abrasions, contusions, lacerations, 

knife injuries, electric shocks, firearms or ligatures, etc. The patient may have survived the 

injuries or died of them. In his report, the medical legal expert must state clearly that the 

wounded individual has suffered significant corporal pain or cannot continue his regular 

activities. It should be noted that a victim might opt to stay in the hospital for many reasons, 

however it is not required to stay in the hospital. In making a report, the medical lawyer should 

not be misled in these situations where the victim was unable to follow his regular course for 

at least twenty days. In creating medical reports, he should be genuine, honest and professional. 

His status shouldn't be misused. 

 

Current scenario of medico-legal cases. 

Doctors are currently worried that they will take MLCs because they fear they may be 

prosecuted and jeopardize their reputation. Doctors are hesitant of this since they believe that 

MLCs have many controversies, harsh police, overtime in court, unsparing advocates for 

defense, etc. However, doctors can help the legal system to implement legal processes if they 

are fully knowledgeable. Many physicians do not agree with their worries over medical-legal 

situations, due to fears that they may have a reputation. 

 

Challenges in India Vis-à-vis Medico-legal Cases. 

In India, medical, forensic, and lawyers are restricted in their competence in combating such 

instances. Health care organizations also lack fundamental medical-legal infrastructure. In 

addition, in recent years there have been an increase in the number of medical-legal cases. 
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These are sued for neglect or even harassment, among others, gynecologists, surgeons, 

orthopedics, dermatologists. This feature should be recognised by doctors and healthcare 

institutions, as cases are rapidly reported and court proceedings handle them quickly. Doctors 

are increasingly accountable to patients, as they can be prosecuted for carelessness. However, 

they should not avoid coming to the courts since it may really make their practices safer for 

patients if they appear in a lawsuit. You will also learn how to deal with an MLC, how to 

interact with patients and why documentation should be maintained in all cases. Qualified 

professionals can assist physicians comprehend the paperwork and follow medical ethics 

regulations. The number of MLCs has increased significantly, as patients are becoming 

increasingly conscious of internet therapies and diagnostics. Further measures should be taken 

by medical staff to prevent medical carelessness. For example, in the recent case of medical 

malpractice, a hospital had to shell out Rs 11.5 crore, the largest compensation that has ever 

been given in Indian history. A US-based doctor Kunal Saha contested the 15-year case. He 

received a settlement of 11.5 crore that had caused the death of Anuradha, his 36-year-old wife. 

Most of these problems may be addressed by structured documentation, compliance, 

certification and MLC knowledge. 

 

Role of medical witness in the administration of Criminal Justice.  

In the administration of criminal justice medical witnesses play a very essential function. Their 

function becomes even more crucial when there is no witness, the witness is unwilling to 

provide proof or if the proof is deemed unfaithful. Under section 45 of the Indian Proof Law, 

the penal Court is authorized to provide an opinion on an issue of foreign law or science or art 

or finger prints to specialists. The opinions of individuals, who are particularly qualified in 

such issues, are relevant facts and are termed experts. An expert is an experienced individual 

who provides a view on a fact within his or her competence. an expert the lawyer of the defense 

might try and challenge such witnesses' professional skills. The medical witness' job is to direct 

the tribunal. It is not always obligatory for the court to accept. In the judgement of the Supreme 

Court of India, "a medical witness summoned by the expert is truly advisory based on the 

symptoms of the examination and the evidence provided by the medical officer. The expert 

witness shall submit any information including the facts which led him to conclude the case, 

and shall inform the court on the technical aspects of the case by explaining the conditions of 
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science, so that the court may decide itself on the material, albeit not as an expert, after taking 

due account of the opinion of the expert, because once the expert opines. 

 

Conclusion and suggestion.  

The principles of statutory interpretation require the words and terms used in the Act to be 

taken into account in the light of modern knowledge. Bodily illness or sickness does not simply 

concern the skin, flesh, or bones, but extends to all human bodies such as the brain and 

neurological system. Psychological or mental injury may also occur. It appears that when the 

IPC was drawn up the IPC's structural framers could not imagine psychological or mental 

damage. Hurt can be physical or mental, however the question of psychological and mental 

damage remains quiet in section 320. In general, Sections 320 and in particular paragraphs VI 

and VIII were badly drawn out. The disfiguration of clause V is subjective and susceptible to 

many interpretations. Disfiguration is limited to the face or head but does not include 

disfiguring other visible portions of the body that have an aesthetic value for humans. The 

sentence in Clause VIII is "any harm which causes the patient to endure serious bodily 

discomfort or who is unable for twenty days to continue his regular course." Again, severe 

body pain is very subjective and cannot be defined medically and is primarily conditional on 

the victims' version and outward symptoms. 

It is confined to daily requirements but does not take into consideration the difficulty of 

continuing a profession or advocacy which negatively affects the quality of life of the victim. 

The difficulty in following the normal course of action. These provisions require rephrasing to 

objectively identify lesions as severely damaged with adequate precision. A serious damage 

produced by dislocations which demand distinct treatment under the criminal code without 

medical competence or help. There should not thus be any dislocation of the bones under the 

jurisdiction of serious injury. Clubbing those injuries in the category of serious injury that are 

qualitatively distinct is not logical. For example, certain types of bone dislocation (shoulder, 

knee etc.) or minor (toes, fingers etc.) can be brought in without leaving any mark. Close decay 

(non-operative) by expert handling to restore the bones or a joint back to its natural position 

generally results in treatment for articulated dislocation. This circumstance sometimes gives 

medical specialists with a chance to misuse their position. 

In the event that the injuries entail fracture or dislocation, X ray of the damaged portion rely 

on the joint or part to be examined. Simple films are usually enough to diagnose joint 
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dislocation. Nevertheless, cross-sectional imagery, CT and digital detection can be more 

beneficial in the examination. 

In the case of teeth dislocation, a greater amount of care is required at the end of the physician 

lawyer and he/she should take into account the circumstances in which the injury is being 

dislocated before making any opinion on it, such as in the dislocation of teeth, oral hygiene 

level, age of the victim, etc. 

The physician leads the court to assess how the injuries are. As it is a medical legal report that 

determines the nature of the harm. All materials, for example, the kind, magnitude and duration 

of injuries, whether simple or severe, should be included in the report. The doctor's lawyer 

should also note the reasons for the damage he sees as simple or serious. Section 320 covers 

injuries to various body parts that differ in nature and have varied effects on the body. The 

grave nature and impact of the injuries on the body depends on it. It is the mistake of justice to 

provide same penalty for many types of seriously injury, whatever their gravity. In addition to 

being punishable by grave injury, Article 326 of the Indian Criminal Code was introduced by 

the 2013 Criminal Law Amendment Act providing a penalty that is very severe. 

Section 326 contains all seriously injured components and so the injuries induced by the 

administration of acid can legally be considered severe injuries. It is actually one of the most 

serious injuries. In accordance with Article 326 A, by punishing the severe pain in accordance 

with section 320 IPC, several kinds of grave harm can be distinguished, depending on the 

nature of the grievous damage. See section 326 A. The damage that causes severe pain, 

endangers life, or has a substantial impact on the quality of life must be punished differently 

by other types of injury listed in section 320 of the IPC. 
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RECENT ADVANCES IN FORENSIC SCIENCE DNA FINGERPRINT AND THEIR 

ADMISSIBILITY IN COURT 

 

 

 

Abstract :  

Deoxyribo nucleic acid is abbreviated as DNA. It's an organic material contained in every 

living cell that provides every individual with a unique genetic blueprint. It can be extracted 

from the body's blood, saliva, sperm, hair, bones, and other organs. The DNA method is now 

widely accepted all around the world. The approach aids in the scientific identification of 

offenders. However, the procedure necessitates extreme caution and attention. DNA is 

primarily made up of amino acids that are paired with bases, which are the key to deciphering 

the genetic code. Every cell in the human body has a DNA sample. Currently, there is no 

explicit legislation governing the admission of forensic techniques, but courts of law infer the 

legitimacy of forensic techniques from different sections of the CRPC and the Evidence Act. 

The article will look at the function of DNA in criminal investigations, as well as the growing 

importance of DNA identification in the Indian criminal justice system, a comparative study, 

and the care and caution required of forensic scientists. 

Keywords:  

DNA, Criminal Justice System, Forensic Science, Investigation, Identification 
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Introduction:  

Deoxyribo Nucleic Acid is abbreviated as DNA. All human body cells have this fundamental 

genetic material. It is only found in white corpuscles, not red corpuscles. Human character, 

behaviour, and physical traits are all determined by DNA structure. The structure of DNA 

differs from one individual to the next. Each person has their own DNA. ALEC IFFREYS was 

a forerunner in the field of DNA profiling. DNA analysis, also known as DNA typing or DNA 

profiling, analyses DNA discovered in tangible evidence like blood, hair, and sperm to see if it 

can be linked to DNA from specific people. In criminal cases, DNA analysis has become a 

standard kind of evidence. It is also utilised in civil action, notably in situations requiring 

paternity of identity determination. 

DNA testing ensures complete identity and is legally acceptable. The admissibility of DNA 

evidence in court is always contingent on its accurate and proper collection, preservation, and 

recording, which might persuade the court that the evidence presented is trustworthy 

In India, there is no particular legislation that may offer precise instructions to investigative 

agencies and courts, as well as the method to be followed in instances requiring DNA as 

evidence. Furthermore, the Indian Evidence Act of 1872 and the Code of Criminal Procedure 

of 1973 include no particular provisions for dealing with science, technology, and forensic 

science concerns. Due to the lack of such a provision, an investigating officer has a difficult 

time gathering evidence that uses current mechanisms to show the accused person's guilt. A 

police officer may obtain the aid of a medical practitioner in good faith for the purpose of an 

inquiry under Section 53 of the Code of Criminal Procedure of 1973. However, it does not 

allow a complainant to collect blood, sperm, or other evidence in order to file criminal charges 

against the accused. The Cr. P. C. (Amendment) Act, 2005 added two new provisions to the 

law, allowing the investigating officer to obtain DNA samples from the bodies of the accused 

and victim with the assistance of a medical practitioner. These provisions allow a medical 

practitioner to examine a person suspected of rape, as well as a medical examination of the rape 

victim. However, the admissibility of these evidences has remained in dispute due to 

contradictory opinions from the Supreme Court and other High Courts in separate cases. Judges 

do not dispute the scientific correctness and conclusiveness of DNA testing, but they refuse to 

allow these evidences in some situations due to legal or constitutional prohibitions, as well as 

public policy considerations. There is an urgent need to re-examine these sections and 

regulations, as the Indian Evidence Act,1872, and the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 have 
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no rules for dealing with scientific and technology concerns. Following the advent of DNA 

testing into the judicial system, several industrialised countries were obliged to modify their 

statutes. The Indian Evidence Act, 1872 contains provisions that determine a child's parentage, 

such as Section112, which states that a child born in a valid marriage between a mother and a 

man within 280 days of the marriage's dissolution and the mother remaining unmarried shows 

that the child belongs to the man. Unless otherwise proven, however there is no explicit clause 

that covers current scientific procedures. When it comes to determining the paternity of a child 

in civil proceedings, DNA analysis is crucial. This evidence is especially important in criminal 

trials, civil cases, and criminal court maintenance proceedings under Section 125 of the Cr. P. 

C. 

The emergence of DNA technology has put several legal and basic rights of individuals, such 

as the "Right to Privacy" and "Right against Self-incrimination," in jeopardy. And it is for this 

reason that courts are often hesitant to accept DNA-based evidence. The Indian Constitution's 

Right to Life and Personal Liberty, or Article21, includes the Right to Privacy, and Article20(3) 

gives the Right against Self-Incrimination, which prevents an accused person in criminal trials 

from presenting evidence against himself or evidence that might convict him. However, the 

Supreme Court has ruled on many occasions that the right to life and personal liberty are not 

absolute rights. The Supreme Court decided in Govind Singh v. State of Madhya Pradesh that 

a basic right must be subject to restrictions based on compelling public interest. It is apparent 

from numerous Supreme Court rulings that the Right to Life and Personal Liberty given by our 

Indian Constitutions is not absolute and can be subject to some restrictions. It is apparent from 

several Supreme Court rulings that the right to life and personal liberty given by our Indian 

constitutions is not absolute and can be subject to some restrictions. Several Supreme Court 

judgments show that our Indian constitutions' guarantees of life and personal liberty are not 

absolute and can be subjected to limitations. The Supreme Court upholds the legality of laws 

affecting the right to life and personal liberty, including medical examination, on this basis. 

And it is on this foundation that several courts around the nation have approved the use of DNA 

technology in investigations and the production of evidence. To ensure that contemporary 

technology can be utilised successfully, India urgently requires a particular piece of law that 

lays out the rules for DNA testing. 

The Supreme Court's reluctance to overturn the Delhi High Court's judgement requiring veteran 

Congress politician N.D. Tiwari to take a DNA test is significant in terms of the admissibility 

of such evidence. In this case, Rohit Shekhar claims to be N.D. Tiwari's biological son, but 
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N.D. Tiwari refuses to undertake such testing, claiming that it would violate his right to privacy 

and subject him to public humiliation. However, the Supreme Court dismissed this argument, 

noting that there is no purpose in being humiliated when the test results would not be shown to 

anybody and will be kept in a sealed envelope. The Supreme Court went on to say that they 

want the young guy to receive justice and that he should not be left without recourse. It would 

be fascinating to observe how Indian courts handle the admissibility of DNA testing in the 

future. 

 

In Civil Cases, DNA 

On the civil side, a request for a DNA test is typically made to resolve paternity issues in 

situations of divorce, maintenance, inheritance, and succession, among other things. It's worth 

noting that Section 112 presumes the validity of a child born out of wedlock, with the only way 

to refute this presumption being the husband's lack of access. As a result, it was formerly a 

question before a court dealing with paternity cases whether such a test may be ordered. This 

topic was extensively explored in Gautam Kundu vs. Bengal, where the highest court's division 

bench, among other things, held: 

1. That Indian courts do not have the authority to request blood tests as a matter of routine. 

2. In order to dispel the presumption arising under section 112 of the Evidence Act, there 

must be a strong prima facie case in which the spouse must show non-access.... 

3. No one can be forced to submit a blood sample for testing. 

However, in Sharda v Dharmpal, a full bench of the Supreme Court reviewed the ability of a 

marital court to order such tests and emphasised that Goutam Kundu (above) is not an authority 

for the concept that the Court cannot require blood tests under any circumstances. 
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It has, of course, sounded a note of caution with relation to the mechanical passage of such an 

order, bearing in mind the child's future. After much deliberation, the Court came to three major 

conclusions: 

 A marital court has the authority to compel a person to take a medical examination. 

 The court's decision would not be in breach of Article 21 of the Indian Constitution, 

which guarantees the right to personal liberty. 

 However, if the petitioner has a strong prima facie case and there is sufficient evidence 

before the Court, the Court should utilise this jurisdiction. If the respondent refuses to 

submit to a medical examination notwithstanding the court's order, the court has the 

right to draw an unfavourable inference against him. 

The Supreme Court outlined the methodology for courts for conducting DNA tests in Bhabani 

Prasad Jena v. Convener Secretary, Orissa State Commission for Women and Anothers. The 

Supreme Court stated, "In a case involving the paternity of a child, the use of DNA is a very 

delicate and sensitive factor." One point of view is that when contemporary science provides 

ways of determining a child's paternity, there should be no hesitation in using such tools 

whenever the need arises. The opposing point of view is that the court should be cautious about 

using scientific breakthroughs and techniques that infringe on an individual's right to privacy 

and may not only be detrimental to the parties' rights but also have disastrous consequences for 

the kid. When there appears to be a contradiction between a person's right to privacy and the 

court's obligation to find the truth, we believe the court should exercise its discretion only after 

weighing the parties' interests and considering whether DNA is absolutely needed for a fair 

judgement. When a request for DNA is made in a case involving paternity of a child, the court 

should not direct it as a matter of course or in a regular manner. The court must examine a 

number of factors, including presumption under Section 112 of the Evidence Act, the benefits 

and drawbacks of such an order, and the 'eminent need' test, which determines whether the 

court could not obtain the truth without using such a test. 

It's important mentioning the Delhi High Court's decision in Shri Rohit Shekhar v. Shri 

Narayan Dutt Tiwari and Anr.. The court has gone a step farther in this case. In this unusual 

case, the petitioner, who was born during her mother's ongoing marriage, requested a DNA test 

on the respondent, claiming him to be his biological father. The Court has ordered a DNA test 

on the respondent, a third-party to the marriage, based on several international agreements that 

recognise a child's right to know his biological ancestors. However, the Court has exercised 
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caution in light of the Supreme Court's decisions in Sharda (supra) and Bhabani Prasad Jena, 

and has authorised DNA testing on the basis of a prima facie case.  

 

The legal status of forensic methods 

 

Legal status—In India, the legal status of forensic techniques must pass a three-part litmus 

test: 

1. What are the legal implications of such a test? 

Article 20(3) of the Indian Constitution, which states that "No person accused of a crime will 

be compelled to be a witness against himself," might be used to dispute the constitutional 

legitimacy. The answer can be found in the case of State of Bombay vs Kathikalu, where the 

Hon‘ble Court held that providing a specimen and information for forensic examination is the 

same as providing relevant facts within the meaning of Sections 9 and 11 of the Evidence Act, 

and does not fall within the scope of evidence against oneself. 

 

2. What is the forensic information acquired from the experts' evidential value? 

The opinion of a person with exceptional skill or expertise in a particular subject is acceptable 

in a court of law as a general rule (Article 45 Indian Evidence Act). As a result, the expert aids 

and assesses the fact in question as well as related facts in order to provide information to court 

officers. It is not definitive proof, but it may be used to back up other evidence. 
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An expert opinion should be demonstrative and backed by convening grounds, according to 

Machindra vs. Sajjan Galpha Rankhamba. 

 

3. What position does the judiciary take on the acceptance of DNA forensics in 

the absence of any clear legislation? 

There is currently no clear legislation in India that governs the admission of forensic 

techniques. Sections53,54, 53(A), and 164(A) of the Code of Criminal Procedure regulate 

science and technology issues to some extent. 

As a result, the decision to allow or refuse a DNA test is entirely at the discretion of the judge. 

The subordinate judiciary is left in a state of confusion and ambiguity as a result of this 

situation. 

In using this unique forensic approach, the researcher has made a concerted effort to address 

all legal, scientific, and societal implications. Concerns concerning the right to privacy are also 

addressed. 

1. Thus, while the Indian judiciary has accepted forensic evidence, the legislative 

apparatus is lagging behind in incorporating scientific advancements that are critical 

not just in high-profile cases but also in rape cases and post-conviction matters. 

 

Self-incrimination and DNA: 

Article 51A (h) and (j) of the Indian Constitution states that it is every citizen of India's 

fundamental duty to "develop the scientific temper, humanism, and the spirit of enquiry and 

reform" and strive for excellence in all spheres of individual and collective activity so that the 

nation continually rises to higher levels of endeavour and achievements. Although no explicit 

DNA law has been passed in India, sections 53 and 54 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 

(Cr PC) provision for implied DNA testing, which are often utilised in the determination of 

complicated criminal cases. 

Section 53 deals with a medical examination of the accused at the request of a police officer 

who has reasonable reasons to think that an examination of his person would provide evidence 

as to the commission of the offence. At the request of the detained individual, Section 54 of 
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the Cr.P.C. allows the arrested person to be examined by a registered medical practitioner. The 

Cr.P.C. was changed in2005, among other things, to introduce new section 53-A, which 

requires a medical practitioner to examine a person accused of rape. 

This modification expands the scope of the new explanation to include blood tests and blood 

stains. In the case of sexual offences, contemporary procedures are used to examine sperm, 

sputum, swabs, perspiration, hair samples, and finger nails, as well as DNA profiling and other 

testing as needed. Despite the fact that section 53-A only refers to a medical examination of 

the accused at the request of the police officer, the court has more power to do justice in 

criminal cases by ordering the police officer to collect blood samples from the accused and 

conduct DNA tests for the purpose of further investigation under sections173(8) and 293(4)(e) 

of the Cr PC. In terms of the admission of DNA evidence, section 45 of the Indian Evidence 

Act, 1872 is more essential than these provisions. The expert's view is discussed in Section 45. 

When it comes to evidence, DNA tests can be utilised effectively in criminal trials for the 

following reasons. 

 First, it aids in positively identifying criminals, especially in situations of sexual assault 

and homicide, when identification is frequently a major concern. 

 Second, to locate the remains of violent crime victims. The most appropriate use of 

DNA testing for these objectives may be seen in two well-known cases: Santosh Kumar 

Singh v. State (establishing the appellant's commission of rape) and Surendra Koli v 

State of Uttar Pradesh (to identify dead bodies of victims). 

 

DECISION OF THE SUPREME COURT IN THE NANDLAL WASUDEO BADWAIK 

CASE 

Nandlal Wasudeo Badwaik v. Lata Nandlal Badwaik & Anr  was a special leave petition 

challenging the High Court's decision not to allow DNA testing to verify paternity. On 

June30,1990, the appellant Nandlal Wasudeo Badwaik married a Latha in Chandrapur. Both 

the husband and wife, he claims, divorced in 1991. After1991, they didn't have any physical 

touch. His wife filed an application for support under Section 125 of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure, but the learned Magistrate rejected it by decision dated December10, 1993. 

Following that, the wife filed a new case under Section 125 of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure,1973, seeking support for herself and her daughter. She said that she began living 
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with her spouse on June20,1996, and lived with him for almost two years, during which time 

she became pregnant. The appellant fought his wife's claim, claiming that his wife's allegation 

that she has been with his husband since June20, 1996 is untrue. He denied being the biological 

father of respondent No.2, the girl kid. The wife's claim was accepted. Both the wife and the 

daughter were given support by the Magistrate. The appellant filed a revision appeal at the 

High Court, claiming that no maintenance should have been given to the kid because no DNA 

test was ordered to confirm paternity. His claim was rejected by the High Court, and his appeal 

for revision was dismissed. Against the High Court's order, the appellant filed a Special Leave 

Petition before the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court overturned the High Court's decision 

and supported the appellant in ordering a DNA test on the condition that the appellant petitioner 

deposit all arrear and current maintenance payments for the wife and kid in order to examine 

the petition for a DNA test on November8, 2010. The appellant paid the deposit on January 

3rd, 2011. The Supreme Court granted the petitioner's request to undertake a DNA test to 

determine the child's paternity. 

The blueprint of a person is DNA (Deoxyribonucleic Acid), which is present in the 

chromosomes of living creatures' cells. Human cells have 46 chromosomes, each of which 

contains a total of six billion base pairs in 46 duplex DNA strands. DNA is made up of four 

nitrogenous bases organised in a regular pattern: adenine, thymine, cytosine, guanine, and 

phosphoric acid. When two unrelated persons with the same DNA pattern are analysed, the 

chances of perfect resemblance range from one in 30 billion to one in 300 billion. 

The Supreme Court has altered the presumption established under section 112 of the Indian 

Evidence Act,1872, which has been in effect since its adoption. According to Section 112 of 

the Indian Evidence Act of1872, the husband must establish that he had no contact with his 

wife throughout the time the kid was born. It may either be shown that he is impotent or that 

he is far away from his wife. The latter is particularly challenging since "access" and "non-

access" refer to the availability of chances for sexual intercourse rather than actual cohabitation. 

This judgement aids the innocent husband in proving his lack of access through a DNA test. 

For the first time, the Court rules in favour of the father's claim to fatherhood. In this case, the 

court prefers a DNA test under Section 45 of the Indian Evidence Act of 1872 over a legitimate 

presumption under Section 112 of the Indian Evidence Act of 1872. It is a very positive move, 

and it ensures that our Supreme Court upholds the basic obligations enshrined in Article 51A 

(h) and (j) of Part IV A of the Indian Constitution. 
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Crime Scene Investigation in India 

 

 

 

ABSTRACT :  

Whenever a crime happens, there is a quest to solve the mystry and to convict the guilty person. 

In order for the conviction there needs to be a Crime Scene Investigation. Law and Science 

works side by side to derive the conclusion and deliver justice to the society. Criminal 

Investigation comprises of various methods like the use of Forensic Science such as DNA 

fingerprinting, Deception test, etc. to recreate the what actually happened at the the crime scene 

and to legally and logically find the culprit. If the forensics part seems to be successful then 

comes the role of laws which needs to be followed during the entire cource of the investigation 

and the trial; protecting the rights of the accused as well. Our well structured Constitution and 

the acts passed along with the time period are known to be the rule books of the Criminal 

Investigation which has to be followed. 

KEYWORDS:  

Forensic science, Violation of Rights, Criminal Justice System, Evidence,  
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CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION :  

The use of physical evidence at the scene of the crime and the use of deductive and inductive 

reasoning to gain knowledge of the events surrounding the crime. Crime scene investigation is 

multidisciplinary and involves a systematic search of the crime scene; meticulous observation 

and documentation of the scene; photography and sketching of the scene; the identification, 

processing and collection of physical evidence such as fingerprints, footwear impressions, hair, 

fibers, biological fluids, and materials for DNA analysis; and. perhaps most important, the 

application of careful reasoning to the facts. 

In India, the word criminal law consists mainly of three acts –  

 Indian Penal Code, 1860 

 Code of  Criminal Procedure, 1973 

 Indian Evidence Act, 1872 

According to the Code of the Criminal Procedure, 1973 under section 2(h) of the Code,“ 

investigation” includes all the proceedings under this Code for the collection of evidence 

conducted by a police officer or by any person (other than a magistrate) who is authorized by 

a Magistrate in this behalf.  

According to judicial interpretation, investigation consists generally of the following steps: 

i. Proceeding to the spot; 

ii. Ascertainment of the facts and circumstances of the cases; 

iii. Discovery and arrest of the suspected offender; 

iv.  Collection of evidence relating to the commission of the offence which may consist of 

:  

(a) the examination of various persons (including the accused) and the reduction of the 

statements into writing, if the officer thinks fit; 

(b) the search of places or seizure of things considered necessary for the investigation 

are to be produced at the trial; and 

v. Formation of the opinion as to whether on the material collected there is a case to a 

place the accused before a Magistrate for trial, and if so taking the necessary steps for  

the same by the filing of a charge-sheet under Section 173 of CrPC. 
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Criminal Investigation is an applied science that involves the study of facts, used to identify, 

locate and prove the guilt of a criminal. A complete criminal investigation can include 

searching, interviews, interrogations, evidence collection and preservation and various 

methods of investigation. Modern day criminal investigations commonly employ many modern 

scientific techniques known collectively as forensic science. 

 

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION BY SCIENTIFIC METHODS :  

Science and Technology both have exerted their influence on the methods of criminal 

investigation. If a criminal investigator has to register success in his pursuit of combating the 

crime problem he should adopt scientific methods of investigation whenever and wherever 

possible in preference to the crude and old fashioned methods of investigation. The use of 

technology in the service of criminal investigations, and the application of scientific techniques 

to detect and evaluate criminal evidence has advanced the investigation process criminal justice 

system throughout the country.  

According to Cowan in his article “Decision Theory in Law, Science, and Technology”,  

“the aim of science, traditionally put, is to search out the ways in which truth may become 

known. Law aims at the just resolution of human conflict. Truth and justice, we might venture 

to say, having different aims, use different methods to achieve them. Unfortunately, this 

convenient account of law and science is itself neither true nor just. For law must know what 

the truth is within the context of the legal situation: and science finds itself ever engaged in 

resolving the conflicting claims of theorists putting forward their own competing brands of 

truth.” 

 

FORENSIC SCIENCE –  

The term ‘Forensic’ is derived from the Latin word ‘Forensis’ which means belonging to courts 

of justice or to public discussion and debate. ‘Forensic Science’ would, therefore, mean the 

science, which is used in the courts of justice. ‘Forensic Science’ can be defined more broadly 

as that scientific discipline which is directed to the recognition, identification, 

individualization, and evaluation of physical evidence by the application of the principles and 

methods of natural sciences for the purposes of administration of criminal justice. 
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Forensics used in criminal investigations can uncover scientific evidence that may provide 

enough proof or evidence to convict a violent criminal, or to disprove outdated evidence that 

could lead to the release of someone who was wrongly convicted. 

Forensic science provides answer to the following three questions :  

1. Has a crime been committed?  

Considering the case of recovery of a dead body; Death could be natural accidental or 

homicidal. Forensic Science by ascertaining the nature of death establishes the 

existence or absence of corpus delicti. 

 

2. How and when was the crime committed? 

The examination of the ‘corpus delicti’ reveals the way of the crime was committed 

and possibly the time when it was committed. 

 

3. Who committed the crime? 

Forensic science establishes the identity of the culprit through personal clues like fingerprints, 

footprints, blood drops or hair. It links the criminal with the crime through objects left by him 

at the scene with the victim or carried from the scene and the victim. On the other hand, if the 

clues recovered do not link the accused with the victim or the scene of occurrence, the 

innocence of the accused is established. 

 

THE VAROUS BRANCHES OF FORENSIC SCIENCE 

1. Fingerprinting: A fingerprint is the impression left upon any surface with which the finger 

comes in contact under pressure. This method helps to identify the culprit by matching their 

fingerprints with the fingerprints found on the crime scene. 

 

2. Toxicology: It is the science of poisons, it deals with the nature, origin, properties, mode 

of administration, physiological action, the signs and symptoms, extraction and 

identification of poisons. The extraction of poison and its identification is the chief concern 

of the forensic toxicologist. Poisons have played an important part in crimes. Many death 

occur as a result of poisoning. The police are called upon to investigate into cases of 
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suspected poisoning to establish whether it is a case of accidental, suicidal or homicidal 

poisoning. 

 

3. Odontology: Odontology is that branch of anatomical science, which deals with various 

aspects of teeth. Forensic Odontology is the application of the knowledge and principles of 

dentistry in the administration of criminal justice. Identification of dead bodies, especially 

in mass disasters like fires, explosions, floods, airplane disasters etc. is one of the most 

difficult task for the law enforcement agency. This is particularly true when the bodies are 

charred, dismembered, mutilated or have reached extreme stage of decomposition. In such 

situations identification can be achieved through dental characteristics. Even in crimes like 

burglary, sexual crimes etc. bite marks on body can be used to identify the culprit. 

 

4. Blood Identification: Blood is one of the most important and most frequently encountered 

evidence in criminal investigation. It can be found in almost every type of criminal activity 

involving physical violence like murders, assaults, rape etc. The important places for the 

location of blood are the scene of occurrence, the culprit, the victim, the weapon of offence, 

the vehicle and the route taken by the culprit. After determining the origin of blood the stain 

is further examined to associate it with a particular individual. 

 

5. DNA Fingerprinting: In the matters of fixing the paternity or maternity of a child and also 

in cases of homicide and rape, DNA Fingerprinting evidence is considered to be decisive. 

Blood grouping test only facilitates in excluding a person that he is not the father of the 

child but cannot positively lead to a conclusion that a particular person is the father. By 

virtue of DNA Fingerprinting technology, which is the foolproof method, the paternity of 

a child can conclusively be established with 100 per cent certainty. 

 

6. DECEPTION DETECTING TEST: Deception, in another word means lying, it may lead 

to a serious aftermath in the enforcement of law and the proceedings in the courtroom. 

Deception can be defined as a deliberate attempt to mislead others. Hence, much effort is 

devoted by the forensic psychologists in developing different techniques and methods to 

detect lies. The deception detection tests (DDT) such as polygraph, narco-analysis and 

brain-mapping have important clinical, scientific, ethical and legal implications1. The 
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DDTs are useful to know the concealed information related to crime. This information, 

which is known only to self, is sometimes crucial for criminal investigation. The DDTs 

have been used widely by the investigating agencies. However, investigating agencies 

know that the extracted information cannot be used as evidence during the trial stage. Here, 

the claim is that, by using these, “scientific procedures” in fact-finding, it will directly help 

the investigating agencies to gather evidences, and thereby increase the rate of prosecution 

of the guilty and the rate of acquittal of the innocent.  

But, in a landmark judgment, the apex court of India has clearly stated that DDTs cannot 

be administered without consent.  

Deception Detecting tests implies psychological evaluation of human brain it includes three 

main kinds of tests which are: 

6.1 Narco Analysis Test: The term Narco-Analysis is derived from the Greek word 

narkç (meaning "anesthesia" or "torpor") and is used to describe a diagnostic and 

psychotherapeutic technique that uses psychotropic drugs, to induce a stupor in which 

mental elements with strong associated affects come to the surface, where they can be 

exploited by the therapist. A person is able to lie by using his imagination. In the Narco 

Analysis Test, the subject's imagination is neutralised by making him semi-conscious. 

In this state, it becomes difficult for him to lie and his answers would be restricted to 

facts he is already aware of. The subject is not in a position to speak up on his own but 

can answer specific and simple questions. The answers are believed to be spontaneous 

as a semi-conscious person is unable to manipulate the answers. 

Following procedure has to be adopted while conducting narco test –  

 This test is conducted in government hospitals after a court order is passed 

instructing the doctors or hospital authorities to conduct the test. Personal 

consent of the subject is also required. 

 Experts inject a subject with hypnotics like Sodium Pentothal or Sodium 

Amytal under the controlled circumstances of the laboratory. 

 The dose is dependent on the person's sex, age, health and physical condition. 

 The subject which is put in a state of Hypnotism is not in a position to speak 

up on his own but can answer specific but simple questions after giving some 

suggestions. 
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 The answers are believed to be spontaneous as a semi-conscious person is 

unable to manipulate the answers. 

 Wrong dose can send the subject into coma or even result in death. 

 The effect of the bio-molecules on the bio-activity of an individual is evident 

as the drug depresses the central nervous system, lowers blood pressure and 

slows the heart rate, putting the subject into a hypnotic trance resulting in a lack 

of inhibition. 

 The subject is then interrogated by the investigating agencies in the presence 

of the doctors. 

 The revelations made during this stage are recorded both in video and audio 

cassettes. The report prepared by the experts is what is used in the process of 

collecting evidence. 

Narco analyses used in various cases such as –  

 Godhra Carnage Probe, 2002; 

 The Telgi Scam, 2003; 

 Arushi Murder Investigation, 2009; 

 Killing of Jhurjhura Tigress at Bandhavgarh National Park, 2010, etc. 

 

6.2 Brain Mapping Test: Brain-mapping is a comprehensive analysis of brainwave 

frequency bandwidths. In this test, forensic experts apply unique neuroscience techniques 

to find out if a suspect's brain recognizes things from a crime scene which an innocent 

person's brain will have no knowledge of. In brain-mapping, sensors are attached to the 

suspect's head and he or she is made to sit in front of a computer screen. The suspect is 

then made to see images or hear sounds. 

The sensors monitor electrical activity in the brain and register certain waves which are 

generated only if the suspect has any connection with the stimulus (image or sound). 

Brain Mappping Test used in the case of Serial Killer Chandrakant Sharma in 2008 in 

Banglore. 

 

6.3  Polygraph or  Lie Detecting Test: In recent times a good deal of use is made of lie 

detectors for the purpose of criminal investigation. A polygraph, popularly referred to as 
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a lie detector, is an instrument that measures and records several physiological indices 

such as blood pressure, pulse, respiration and breathing rhythms and skin conductivity 

while a suspect is asked a series of questions. Deceptive answers are said to produce 

physiological responses that can be differentiated from those associated with non-

deceptive answers. 

It is an examination, which is based on an assumption that there is an interaction between 

the mind and body and is conducted by various components or the sensors of a polygraph 

machine, which are attached to the body of the person who is interrogated by the expert. 

The machine records the blood pressure, pulse rate and respiration and muscle 

movements. Polygraph test is conducted in three phases- a pretest interview, chart 

recording and diagnosis. The examiner prepares a set of test questions depending upon 

the relevant information about the case provided by the investigating officer, such as the 

criminal charges against the person and statements made by the suspect. The subject is 

questioned and the reactions are measured. A baseline is established by asking questions 

whose answers the investigators know. Lying by a suspect is accompanied by specific, 

perceptible physiological and behavioural changes and the sensors and a wave pattern in 

the graph expose this. Deviation from the baseline is taken as a sign of lie. All these 

reactions are corroborated with other evidence gathered.  

Polygraph is used in case - Jaga Arjan Dangar vs State Of Gujarat, 2018 

 

Deception Detecting Test: How Far It Is Justified? 

In India, the use of Deception Detecting Tests has been questioned in courts. The main 

argument against it is the infringement of the fundamental right under Article 20(3) and under 

Article 21 of the Constitution, which provides for a privilege against self incrimination and 

right to health and privacy, respectively. In most of the criminal cases, the revelations made 

have led to the discovery of information’s favouring probative truth and consequently 

recoveries have been made in large number of cases under section 27 of Indian Evidence Act. 

It is right to say that DDT is proving to be a useful tool in the field of criminal investigation. 

Legal questions are raised about their validity with some upholding its validity in the light of 

legal principles and others rejecting it as a blatant violation of constitutional provisions.  
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There is a tension between efficient or successful investigation and preservation of individual 

rights, which is discussed in the following manner: 

 

Violation of Individual Rights: 

If a person is not willing to consent, it is being assumed by the people that he is not cooperating 

with investigation and might have committed or involved in the offence. But, DDT have certain 

outcomes which are unethical as well as unconstitutional. 

As To Violation Of ‘Right To Be Silent’-  

 (Under Article 11.1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948) 

 (Under Article 14(3)(g) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 

1966) 

 (Under Article 20(3) of the Indian Constitution) 

 

Self Incrimination: The term ‘self-incrimination’ means the act of accusing oneself of a crime 

for which a person can then be prosecuted. The right against forced self-incrimination, widely 

known as the Right to Silence is enshrined in the Code of Criminal Procedure (CrPC) and the 

Indian Constitution. 

In, CrPC, the legislature has guarded a citizen’s right against self-incrimination. S.161 (2) of 

the Code of Criminal Procedure states that every person “is bound to answer truthfully all 

questions, put to him by [a police] officer, other than questions the answers to which would 

have a tendency to expose that person to a criminal charge, penalty or forfeiture”. 

 

The constitution of India guarantees every person right against self incrimination under Article 

20(3) of the Indian Constitution "No person accused of any offense shall be compelled to be a 

witness against himself.” 

It is well established that the Right to Silence has been granted to the accused by virtue of the 

pronouncement in the case of  Nandini Sathpathy vs Dani (P.L.) Supreme Court held that no 

one can forcibly extract statements from the accused, who has the right to keep silent during 

the course of investigation. By the administration of these tests, forcible intrusion into one’s 

mind is being restored to, thereby nullifying the validity and legitimacy of the Right to Silence. 
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As To Violation Of Right To Health- 

 (Under Article 25 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948) 

 (Under Article 12 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 

Rights in 1966) 

 (Under Article 21 of the Indian Constitution) 

P. Chandra Sekharan, President of the Forensic Science Society of India, says that not only are 

narcoanalysis tests unreliable, they may also lead to dangerous side effects. The truth serum 

substance, sodium pentothal is the same substance that in larger dosages is used to induce a 

deep coma like state for executions by lethal injection in USA. A large dose of the drug is 

lethal; a test could result in coma or even death. 

In 2011, Sheikh Mujib, an engineering student who was accused in a bomb blast case in the 

Indian city of Ahmedabad, complained of health problems after narcoanalysis. Arun Ferreira, 

a political activist who underwent forced narcoanalyis after being arrested in 2007 under the 

Unlawful Activities Prevention Act for being an alleged Maoist, described the procedure as a 

sort of torture. 

 

As To Violation Of Right To Privacy- 

 (Under Article 19 of Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948) 

 (Under Article 17(1) of the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights) 

 (Under Article 21 of the Constitution) 

In Kharak Sing v State of U.P., it was held by the Supreme Court that the domiciliary visits is 

an infringement of the right to privacy and is violative of the citizen’ s fundamental right 

guaranteed under Art.21 of the Indian Constitution. Subba Rao J. was of the opinion that 

privacy was an essential ingredient of personal liberty. 

In Govind v State of Madhya Pradesh, the right to privacy was assumed to be a part of the 

personal liberty guaranteed under Art. 21 of the Constitution, by stating that although the right 

to privacy is not explicitly provided in the Constitution, it is ingrained in the fundamental right 

of life and personal liberty. 
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In People’s Union for Civil Liberties v Union of India, commonly known as telephone tapping 

case, the Supreme Court held that right to life and personal liberty includes telephone 

conversation in the office or home and thus telephone tapping is violative of Art. 21. 

In Smt. Selvi and Ors Vs State of Karnataka, Supreme Court held that the use of narco 

analysis, brain-mapping and polygraph tests on accused, suspects and witnesses without their 

consent, unconstitutional and violation of the ‘right to privacy'. 

Thus, Right to Privacy is implicit in the Right to life and liberty guaranteed to the citizens of 

India by Article 21 of the Constitution of India. None can publish anything covering the above 

matters without his consent whether truthful or otherwise and whether laudatory or critical. If 

done so, it will be violating right to privacy of person concerned and would be liable in an 

action for damages. 

 

Imperitive for effective Investigation:  

Deception detecting test comes under the general power of investigation (Sections 160-

167,Cr.P.C.). But it must be realized that it is prerogative of the person to allow himself/herself 

to be put to the test or not and it should not be left to the discretion of police. Unless it is 

allowed by law and the accused himself, it must be seen as illegal and unconstitutional. But, if 

it is conducted with free consent’ of the person it may be permitted. The person should be made 

well aware of the technicalities of the procedure, the effect of the narcotics under whose 

influence he shall be interrogated as well as the physical, psychological and legal ramifications 

of undergoing the procedure, this knowledge becoming the basis on-which he renders his 

voluntary consent. So, we can say that when there is an informed consent about the 

consequences of the trauma inducing tests, there is no question of violation of constitutional 

rights. 

 

NHRC Guidelines Being Followed- 

 National Human Rights Commission had published Guidelines in 2000 for the Administration 

of Polygraph tests. NHRC guidelines, on their part, maintain if an accused volunteers for a lie-

detector test, then he should be given access to a lawyer and the physical, emotional and legal 

implications of such a test should be explained to him by both police and his lawyer. Moreover, 
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the consent should be recorded before a judicial magistrate and during the hearing, the person 

who has agreed to the test should be duly represented by a lawyer. Among other things, NHRC 

guidelines say the actual recording of the lie- detector test should be done by an independent 

agency like a hospital and in the presence of a lawyer. Also, a full medical and factual narration 

of the manner of the information received must be put on record. 

 

Admissibility In Court Of Law 

Confessions made by a semi-conscious person is not admissible in court. Deception Detecting 

Test report has some validity but is not totally admissible in court, which considers the 

circumstances under which it was obtained and assess its admissibility. Results of such tests 

can be used to get admissible evidence, can be collaborated with other evidence or to support 

other evidence. But if the result of this test is not admitted in a court, it cannot be used to 

support any other evidence obtained the course of routine investigation. 

 

FORENSIC SCIENCE: LEGAL APPLICATIONS IN INDIA 

In the Indian law context, laws related to Forensic Science are more numbered in the Indian 

Evidence Act (IEA), compared to Code of Criminal Procedure (CrPC) and Indian Penal Code 

(IPC).  CrPC and IEA are the parent procedural laws which govern criminal trials in India. 

Indian Evidence Act contains rules, regulations and legislations regarding the admissibility of 

scientific evidence in the court of law. This act is classified into 3 parts with a total of 11 

chapters. 

 

1) The first part deals with relevancy of facts. It has 2 chapters. 

 

2) The second part has chapters 3 to 6 and each has its own peculiarity. Chapter 3 

describes about facts that need to be proved before the court of law. Chapter 4 

deals with oral evidence. Chapter 5 gives in details of documentary evidence and 

Chapter 6 provides you with circumstances where documentary evidence has or 

should be given preference over oral evidence. 
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3) The third part has chapters 7 to 11. Chapter 7 gives importance to burden of 

proof and how important it is to prove evidence and facts. Chapter 8, 9, 10 talks 

about estoppels, witnesses and examination of witness respectively. The final 

Chapter 11 defines improper admission and rejection of evidence. 

 

 

Forensic Science is admissible in Indian law considering the IEA, within 4 aspects: Witness, 

Admission, Facts and Circumstantial evidence. 

 

Here are superficial details of some widely known laws that make forensic evidence 

admissible in the court of law: 

 

Most important and widely known aspect of Forensic Science is DNA and it’s testing. There 

is no official legislation passed w.r.t. to DNA testing in the Indian constitution, but Sec 53 and 

54 of CrPC deals with examination of alleged person by a certified medical practitioner on 

reasonable grounds of inquest. 

 

Sec 293 of CrPC lists some Government Scientific Experts for the admissibility of expert 

opinion in the court of law. The expert is examined as a witness for his/her opinion to be valid 

after cross contamination. Also, Sec 45 of IPC provides relevancy to expert opinion in any 

field of expertise in forensic science, to help the court in framing judgements considering 

technically complicated and sophisticated matters. 

 

Forensic Toxicology has been the most active branch of Forensic Science where separate acts 

were introduced amending the existing laws and legislations. Sec 272 to 278, Sec 284, Sec 328 

of IPC deals with poisoning. Along with general description of poisons, corrosive substances, 

adulterants, chemicals and medico-legal aspects, there are acts like: The Poison 

Act (1990); Drugs and Cosmetics Act (1940); Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic substance 

(NDPS) Act (1985); The Pharmacy Act (1948); The Drug control Act (1950). 
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Another commonly heard term w.r.t. Forensic Science is fingerprints. According to Sec 73 of 

IEA any person is compelled to give his/her fingerprints on orders from the court. The Supreme 

Court has given special mention that this section isn’t a violation of their fundamental rights. 

Section 5 and 6 of Identification of Prisoners Act has the same context and allows acquiring 

thumb impressions and handwriting samples. It also declares that these shall not be used 

against the person as personal testimony.  

 

Forgery, fraudulence and cheating are quite common in current scenario and are gaining 

momentum to be the commonly occurring white-collar crimes. Indian laws have defined every 

term related to crimes related to documents. 

· Sec 29 of IPC defines document. 

· Sec 29A of IPC defines electronic records. 

· Sec 463 of IPC and Sec 44 of IEA defines forgery. 

· Sec 420 of IPC defines cheating and Sec 417 defines punishment for the same. 

· Sec 47 of IEA is for handwriting opinion and elaborates the circumstances under 

which the handwriting expert shall consider it to be a disputed handwriting. 

· Sec 67 of IEA gives details of methods of how a signature in a document should be 

proved. 

 

Though it’s been neglected from a quite long time, psychology plays an important part in legal 

proceedings and Forensic Psychology is very crucial in the processing of a case. There are 3 

specific laws related to admissibility of forensic psychology in court of law. 

·         Sec 84 of IPC is related to an act of a person of unsound mind. 

·         Indian Lunacy Act (1912) was introduced to amend laws related to lunacy and define 

certain terms. 

·         The Mental Health Act (MHA) (1987) was enacted for improving hospitality and 

treatment towards mentally ill people keeping in mind to protect the human rights of 

individuals. 
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Indulgence of Forensic Psychology in court proceedings help in assessment of mental 

condition, prediction of violence and risk-management, assessment of child custody in divorce 

and competency to stand trial. 

 

Wildlife crimes are yet another commonly occurring crime, but are least noticed. It is because 

they take place at remote locations devoid of any witness and surveillance. The Wildlife 

Protection Act (1972) places stringent restrictions on trade for protection and conservation of 

wildlife and the schedules of this act are dedicated to wildlife forensics in specific and protocols 

to be followed. 

 

Entering into the new millennium of 2000s, there was global advancement in fields of science 

and technology and criminal activities took a new dimension. It was necessary for the law to 

be updated with necessary amendments. It was the beginning of the era of cyber-

crime. Information and Technology (IT) Act (2000) was enacted to provide legislation in the 

booming cyber space. The second schedule of this act specifically deals with computer crime 

in India. 

·         Sec 2(t) of IT act defines electronic data. 

·         An amendment in IT act in 2008, gives importance to communication devices under Sec 

2(ha). 

Few terms were foreign to the Indian law and they needed proper definitions. Expressions like 

‘digital signature’, ‘certifying authority’, ‘electronic record, ‘secure network’ and 

‘subscription’ had their meanings assigned clearly while preparing the IT act in 2000. 

 

There are an unanimity that medical and forensic evidence plays a crucial role in helping the 

courts of law to arrive at logical conclusions. In the recent days, with the increase in awareness 

and vigilance, most criminal investigation investigations and trials are relied upon forensic 

science for standard protocols and proper proceeding of the cases. The existing laws and 

amendments allow forensic evidence to be admissible in the court of law. Evidence shall be 

cross examined and accepted by the court based on the admissibility standard as mentioned in 

the law books.   
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CONCLUSION  

The main aim of the investigation in criminal justice system is to search for the truth so that it 

would help in meeting ends of justice by the way of a fair trial in courts. As a result, the whole 

Criminal Justice System is based on the investigation system because if there is no fair, proper 

and speedy investigation in criminal cases then the probability of acquittal of criminals and the 

probability of conviction of innocent will increase which will hamper the trust of people in the 

criminal justice system. To perform a proper investigation there is a need for forensic science 

along with the legality of its application for the court to derive logical and fair conclusions and 

without hampering any legal right of the accused.  
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PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION IN FORENSIC SCIENCE 

 

Abstract 

The dead cannot cry out for justice, it is the duty of the living to do so for them.” 

                                                                                                       - Lois MeMaster Bujold”. 

          People die due to various reasons. Some people die of natural cause and some of 

unnatural cause. Unnatural cause can be anything like an accident, disaster, murder, etc,. And 

not all dead people can be identified, some need identification. Identification is essential in 

both civil and criminal cases in living persons (cases like divorce, missing person, 

impersonation, criminal abortion, etc.) and the dead (identifying an individual who is a victim 

of explosion, bomb blast injuries, etc.). Personal identification is characterized as setting up 

the identity of a person. The requirement for personal identification emerges in normal mass 

debacles like earth shudders, waves, avalanches, floods and so on, and in man-made 

catastrophes, for example, fear based oppressor assaults, bomb impacts, mass killings, and in 

situations when the body is exceptionally disintegrated or eviscerated to purposely cover the 

character of the person. The need to identify the dead is clear for social and medico-legal 

purposes. Different procedures of biological anthropology are utilized during the time spent 

identifying the people from the bones or the body parts. The identification of the dead from the 

bones/ body parts in a legal setting forms an essential component of forensic anthropology. 

The foremost task in achieving the personal identification is to establish whether the skeletal 

remains are human or not. If the remains belong to a human being, then various anthropological 

techniques can be used to identify the dead. The ‘big fours’ of personal identification are 

determination of age, sex, stature and ethnicity. These form the features of ‘tentative 

identification.  

 

Keywords: personal identification, forensic  science,  anthropology 
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Introduction :                                                                

Identity is the arrangement of actual qualities, practical or mystic, ordinary or neurotic, that 

characterizes a person. Since time immemorial , human identification has demonstrated to be 

quite possibly the most difficult undertakings looked by mankind. Personal identification 

means identifying or establishing the identity of a person. When the forensic anthropologist is 

able to provide this important data about the missing person/deceased, the identification is 

referred to as "personal identification." Identity may be complete or partial. In cases where the 

person is known by his name and address  is known as complete identity and on the other hand 

partial identity is where only few details can be established of a person like his age, sex, etc. 

Other procedures, such as facial reconstruction and DNA identification, can then be used to 

ensure a person's positive identification. As a field, forensic anthropology is extremely useful 

in investigation. In medico legal cases identification is very important in living as well as dead. 

 

Forensic science is that part without which the riddle of a criminal examination is inadequate. 

Without the utilization of forensic science, criminals can never be indicted unless an eyewitness 

is present. While criminal investigators and law enforcement agencies are associated with the 

assortment of proof, be it physical or digital, it is forensic science that deals with the 

examination of those proof to establish facts admissible in the court of law. 

Personal identification of a living person is required in cases of missing person, absconding 

soldiers, assault, murder, rape, etc,.  where identity of the living person is to be established.  

And in dead, identification is required in cases of fire, explosion, accidents, or where a dead 

body is found, etc,. Various ways of biological anthropology are used in the process of 

identifying the individual from bones or the body. 
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Methods or ways of personal identification: 

 Third party method  

 Subjective method  

 Objective method 

 

 

Third party method: This is the most commonly used method which involves two parties, and 

examiner and an examinee. Here, if  a relative or a friend accompanies the examinee the he 

becomes the third party. Name and N.I.C(national identity card) is required of the examinee. 

Relationship with the examinee is to be established as well.  Personal identity of the examinee 

is established by his friend or relative present. 

 

 

Subjective method:  When the third party is not available then morphological data of the 

examinee is collected. Morphological data is collected from the physical features of the body 

such as height, weight, nose ,lips, fingerprints, etc ., and belongings of the examinee. At the 

time of medicolegal examination any sort of clues and characters are recorded in the fullest 

details. 

 

Personal identity can be classified as : 

a) Anatomical data: it is futher classifieid into primary and secondary data. 

Primary data is the data which is present at the time or birth where as the secondary 

data is the data which Is developed and appear subsequently at various stages of life 

like secondary sex characters and degenerative changes. 
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b) Physiological data: gait, voice, tone and manner of speech is required for this 

data. 

 

c) Pathological parameters: this is about diseases like eczema, scars  or calcified 

fibroid. 

 

d) Genetic data: data like blood groups , barr bodies ,etc 

 

Objective method: In this method morphological data , and data gathered from the belongings 

of the person. Usually useful in cases of decomposed and mutilated remains. Here, remains are 

sorted to separate biological and non-biological materials. Biological materials includes body 

fluids and tissues through  hair, nails, blood, saliva, semen, csf, urine, vomit, excreta. Where 

as non biological group includes clothes , accessories ,leaves, grass, bottles ,tablets, bullets, 

pellets, etc. 

Parameters of identification: 

 Age 

 Sex 

 Race 

 Footprints 

 Fingerprints  

 DNA profiling  

 Reconstruction of features from skull 

 Identification of teeth from bite marks  

 Handwriting 

 Hair  

 Birthmarks 

 Scars 

 Tattoos 

 

The ‘big fours’ of personal identification are determination of age, sex, stature and ethnicity. 

These form the features of ‘tentative identification’ 
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Age: 

Estimation of age in Medico legal cases is of vital importance.  It is an aid in identification of 

offences, like rape,  abduction, kidnapping, infanticide, criminal abortion, in making void will, 

etc,. The age can be assessed by assessment of the fontenelles/fonticulis in infacy, ejection and 

arrangement of emission of teeth in youth, appearance and combination of hardening focuses 

of bones in adolescents (skeletal age assessment), annihilation of cranial stitches and based on 

broad highlights of the skull in adulthood and advanced age. There are different techniques 

which have been grown as of late like public symphy seal morphology, stage changes in the 

sternal rib, number of entire osteons and osteon parts, and degenerative changes in the skeletal 

highlights.  

 

Sex: 

Identification of sex of an individual is important in medico legal cases: individuals of one sex 

carrying many of secondary characters tics of other sex are frequent. Much rarer are those 

individuals, who carry the primary sexual organs (testes and ovaries of both sexes). Sex can 

moreover be established from different bones/skeletal remains. At the point when entire 

skeleton is available, the sex can be resolved with just about 99-100% precision. Among 

individual bones, pelvis is known to give the most precise outcomes in the assurance of sex 

(95% accuracy), trailed by skull (92% accuracy). A few other bones are additionally utilized 

in sex assessment like femur, tibia, ulna, sweep, vertebrae, sternum, metatarsals and 

metacarpals and so on Sex assurance structure bones depend on their morphological and 

morphometric highlights. A mix of both morphological and morphometric highlights can give 

most precise outcomes. The growth process in the children and juveniles may hamper the 

manifestation of some sexually dimorphic features in the bones, and hence, methods for sex 

determination are practiced on the adult skeleton. 

 

Stature: 

Stature assessment is additionally a significant part of personal identification. It gives a thought 

regarding the size of the individual. Due to the allometric relationship of the body leaves behind 

each other, the stature can be assessed from practically every one of the bones of the skeleton. 

Criminological anthropologists worldwide have endeavored to assess stature from different 
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bones. Long bones of the lower limit are known to give more precise assessments of stature as 

these straightforwardly contribute to the stature of an individual. Other long bones, for 

example, the bones of the furthest point like humerus, ulna and span can likewise be used to 

gauge the height of an individual. There are two techniques for assessment of stature from the 

skeletal remaining parts; anatomical technique and numerical technique 

 

Race: 

The race depends upon geographical location as well as climatic conditions. The subject of 

race emerges, when a dead or unclaimed body is found and particularly when individuals of 

various race die at the same time in an air crash, while voyaging together, so that dead bodies 

can be arranged by their religion. Race determination depends on  the morphological 

characteristics of the human bones. Numerous qualities of the skull like nasal opening, 

zygomatic bones, maxillary bones also, teeth have been used to decide the race from the 

skeletal remains. On occasion, proximal and distal finish of femur has additionally been used 

to decide race in legal assessments. With intermixing of various populace bunches in current 

populace the issue of race assurance from skeletal remaining parts has turns out to be seriously 

difficult. 

 

Conclusion: 

In the current situation, forensic anthropologists are included in finding new techniques of 

personal identification from skeletal remaining parts, corpses just as living creatures. Different 

new strategies for age and sex assessment have been created from teeth and the strategies have 

been tried for accuracy across the globe . Another motivation to deal with new population is 

that the prior obtained principles old enough and sex  

assessment have lost their qualities because of common changes in the current population . 

Therefore, there is always a need to apply and test the methods to newer populations for making 

population standards for achieving precision and accuracy.When the criminological 

anthropologist can give this crucial data as to missing individual/deceased, the identification 

takes the structure of 'appropriate recognizable proof'. Different methods like facial 

reproduction what's more, DNA distinguishing proof would then be able to be applied likewise 

to give positive recognizable proof of a person. Measurable human studies, as a strength has 
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huge utility in examinations. The need of this hour is to advance more up to date research in 

the field of Forensic human studies including the cutting edge tests. 
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TRACE EVIDENCE ANALYSIS 

  

 

 

Abstract :- 

The historical development, contributions and limitations of the 2 ancient approaches to trace 

proof analysis area unit reviewed. the primary approach was as scholar practician, trying 

loosely at AN assemblage of the many totally different particle sorts. The second was that of 

specialist practician, attentively centered on one specific particle sort. Four factors have 

considerably wedged the effectiveness of those approaches: (1) increasing technological 

capabilities, (2) increasing complexness within the character of factory-made materials, (3) 

changes in rhetorical laboratory management, and (4) ever-changing scientific and legal 

expectations. The effectiveness of every approach is assessed among the context of those 

changes. 

More recently, new technologies are applied to some trace proof issues, meant to handle one 

or additional limitations. This has junction rectifier to a 3rd approach based on distinct, 

extremely technical strategies addressing specific analytical issues. when evaluating the 

contributions and limitations of this third approach, we tend to take into account the various 

ways in which technologies can be developed to handle unmet desires in rhetorical trace proof 

analysis. supported AN analysis of the contributions of every of the 3 exisiting approaches, 
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seven characteristics of a good trace proof analysis capability were determined: (1) particle 

traces ought to be a serious problem-solving tool, (2) there ought to be without delay out there, 

simple strategies to change their use, (3) all out there and doubtless helpful particle sorts ought 

to be thought-about, (4) choices to use them ought to be created within the context of every 

case, target-hunting by what they'll contribute to the case and the way with efficiency they'll 

do thus, (5) analyses ought to be conducted mistreatment acceptable technologies, (6) findings 

ought to be timely and directly integrated with case-specific issues, and (7) new technologies 

ought to be wont to improve the general effectiveness of the aptitude 

 

Introduction :- 

In a criminal investigation, proof seems before the investigation agencies and courts in 

numerous forms. The success and failure of a case investigator area unit supported the 

flexibility to acknowledge, collect and use proof within the investigation. proof are often gift 

within the crime scene in several forms. It are often testimonial proof or physical proof. 

Physical proof is any material or object that is gift on the crime scene despite whether or not 

it's microscopic or large. therefore the kind of physical proof which will be encountered at the 

scene of a criminal offense is infinite. It will vary from as massive as building to as tiny as a 

hair strand, DNA, dust, etc. The physical proof that is tiny in size or microscopic is understood 

as trace proof. So, trace proof could be a term that encompasses all tiny items of fabric that 

area unit collected from crime scenes and assists within the investigation of those 

incidents.[1,2] Trace proof is additionally referred to as “Silent Witness” as a result of it's the 

potential to inform what really was happened and UN agency has been concerned.[3] usually, 

trace proof includes hair, fibre, bloodstains, paint, glass items, dust, skin, feathers, insects, body 

fluids, shooting residue, etc. As this proof is microscopic in nature it are often simply 

transferred between objects and person and so they need special significance within the 

criminal investigation. [4] It are often wont to investigate each kind of crime from an act of 

terrorism to larceny. 

The key behind the existence of trace proof is Locard’s principle of exchange that is that the 

basis for all rhetorical science as we all know it these days. Sir Edmond Locard same that “It 

is not possible for a criminal to act, particularly considering the intensity of a criminal offense, 

while not feat traces of this presence. [5] within the different words, Locard believed that 

whenever 2 objects get contact with each other, there's forever a transfer of fabric across the 
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contact boundaries. any the Paul church building adscititious thereto no criminal will commit 

a criminal offense while not feat proof behind or taking proof away. tiny things like pollens, 

stuff, soil, mud or different microscopic rubbish is also left by the person or picked up from 

contact with the atmosphere or another individual. so it's quite not possible to come back up-

to-date with the atmosphere while not feat traces thereto. If this trace proof is correctly situated, 

recovered, preserved and submitted for examination, they'll give a valuable data investigation 

of the incident that allows to link between the crime scene, suspect and victim.[1] 

 

Significance of Trace Evidence:  

Although the trace proof is tiny in size it's nice significance plays in crime scene investigation 

attributable to the subsequent reasons: 

 As trace proof is tiny in size, they typically stay ignored by the offender and 

also the alternative person gift at the crime scene. thus there's a lot of likelihood 

that this proof remains undestroyed and undisturbed on the crime scene. 

 Also, they're changed virtually altogether forms of crimes. 

 Trace proof are often known and matched with the attainable supply of their 

origin with abundant accuracy like several alternative clue material. 

 It helps to reconstruct a sequence of event, to work out the routine and 

additionally the place of incidence of crime. 

 It may give info regarding the suspects and may link a suspect with the incident. 

 

How Trace evidence is formed:  

Trace proof is created once atiny low piece of fabric breaks or detaches from one surface and 

transfers to a different surface throughout physical contact. the quantity of fabric that transfers 

from one surface to a different depends upon: 

 

 Properties of each the surfaces and also the shed ability of fabric. 

 The amount of force applied its length and area of the physical contact. 

 The size and properties of the transferred materials. 

 The time advance, post-transfer activities of culprits and victims. 
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 Condition of transferred materials once the transfer.[6] 

 

Types of Trace Evidence:  

Trace proof involves all the sort of chemical, physical, and biological entities with their tiny 

size or quantity. they'll be organic, inorganic substances, plant materials or animal and sub-life 

materials. though forms of materials which may be found on the crime scene square measure 

used as trace proof square measure nearly unlimited, hairs, fibres, plant materials, paint, glass, 

GSR, blood stains and soil square measure the foremost common varieties analysed within the 

laboratory. However, the character and composition of proof could vary from one case to a 

different case. 

Hairs square measure helpful as trace proof as they originate directly from the body and square 

measure related to the victim, witness or suspects. Hair samples will give important info by 

scrutiny the questioned hair samples found on the crime scene with acknowledged samples 

collected later from animals or persons suspected of departure the hair. It additionally helps 

within the individualisation of an individual if hair roots square measure on the market.[7,1] 

Like alternative trace proof, fibres square measure helpful within the investigation method 

because the origin of fibres are often known. Fibres square measure thread-like parts from cloth 

or textile materials. Fibre proof are often thought-about as {circumstantial proof|indirect 

evidence|evidence} and strengthen any further specific or solid evidence against a offender.[8] 

A wide sort of stuff could influence be a helpful supply of trace proof. Plant materials like 

wood, bark, flowers, petals, leaves, seeds, plant hair, fibres, sawdust, etc. could indicate 

specific location and time. It additionally shows once and wherever an individual has been 

moving out. Since these materials square measure lightweight in weight they simply get 

transferred on consumer goods, shoes, weapons, and vehicles concerned. Like stuff soil is 

sometimes related to most of the crimes involving outside activities, however typically can also 

be found within the indoor crime scene. Soil could link the offender, the victim, the crime 

scene, the vehicle, the weapon of offence and also the alternative personal things concerned 

within the crime scene. Sometimes, shoe prints, footprint and tyre marks can also carry the soil 

happiness to some specific space. this could facilitate in distinctive a particular location. 

Glass are often accustomed gather alternative trace proof, that's for grouping fingerprints or 

blood from a broken window; but, glass itself falls within the of trace proof.[4] Broken glass 
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fragments are often terribly tiny associated may well be found on the edge in hit and run case 

which will supply a clue that confirms the identity of a suspected vehicle or glass items is also 

found on the fabric of an alleged aggressor, wherever a bottle is employed as weapons. it's a 

plus that they continue to be stable for a extended time and don’t degrade like biological proof. 

Glass fragments square measure oft encountered in crimes that involve accidents and 

burglaries. [9] 

GSR is ok rubbish that's expelled from the piece once a spherical of ammunition is 

discharged.[10] during a rhetorical investigation, analysis of Tarchanoff phenomenon 

disclosed a large vary of issue from the identification of shooter to relating a bullet with a 

wound. It additionally helps in reconstructing a criminal offense involving a piece. [11] Paint 

proof is found within the majority of hit-and-run cases. Paint as a chunk of proof can also be 

gift in alternative forms of crimes like felony and putting to death cases.[12] A vehicle typically 

leaves paint smear and chips upon impact and also the felony tools will have paint smears from 

contact with the painted surface throughout burglaries.[13] that the analysis of paint sample 

will determine the vehicle in accident cases, additionally give a lead in felony cases. 

 

Collection of Trace Evidence:  

Various strategies are used for detection of trace proof. These strategies embrace general visual 

searches, visual searches in conjunction with the various forms of lightweight sources, like 

oblique lightweighting and alternate light sources (UV, laser, high intensity), and visual 

searches in conjunction with light microscope. strategies used for the recovery and assortment 

of trace proof ar largely direct and least intrusive. Following ar the gathering techniques used 

for trace evidence: 

 Picking: Trace proof like hair, fibre will be picked up by employing a clean extractor. 

 Lifting: during this methodology, Associate in Nursing adhesive bearing substrate like 

tape is employed for the gathering of small traces like mud, pollens, etc. 

 Scrapping: This methodology is employed to gather traces like bloodstains, paint chips, 

etc. A flat object like clean spatula is employed to dislodge traces from Associate in 

Nursing object and so transfer to assembling surface. 

 Vacuum Sweeping: In some cases, vacuum in conjunction with the filter entice is 

employed to recover trace proof from Associate in Nursing item or space. 
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 Clipping: Trace proof gift in nail will be recovered from clipping. Clean clippers or 

scissors ar wont to clip fingernails. 

 Combing: typically clean comb or brush is employed to recover trace proof from the 

hair of a personal.[14] 

 

Analysis of trace Evidence:  

Analysis of the trace could be a difficult task owing to little size and its amount. The analysis 

of such variety of proof depends upon their nature and composition and varies from case to 

case. forms of analytical techniques ar utilized by a rhetorical analyst to look at, locate, and 

classify trace proof, and any to spot their main elements, and ultimately compare these 

materials to different proof samples to spot a standard supply. Trace proof examinations 

involve a mixture of each microscopic and instrumental analyses to judge the properties of a 

given sample absolutely and confirm its significance to the crime. 

 

Microscopy: magnifier is that the most typical and vital technique to look at the trace proof 

many small particles will best be known supported bound morphological options. Wood fibres, 

non-woody botanic fibres, lyocell fibres and material, etc. all have nearly identical chemical 

composition, nevertheless it's doable to tell apart every of those cluster from each other and at 

intervals a gaggle to spot the individual member on the idea of their microscopic characteristics. 

Amorphous or crystalline clear particle and non-natural fibres like glass minerals, varied 

chemical crystals and medicines will be known once encountered as one little particle, 

supported their optical properties. differing types of microscopes ar used for the analysis of 

various traces. for instance, polarized lightweight research is beneficial for the identification of 

synthetic fibres; scanning microscope is capable of analysing the gunfire residue supported 

morphological and chemical composition. 

Chemical analysis: it's a helpful technique that may be performed within the method of 

inorganic or organic for the tinny particles. largely the gunfire residue is analysed by employing 

a totally different chemical take a look at. 

X-ray spectroscopy: This methodology will be extraordinarily helpful for the basic analysis of 

traces particularly within the paint, construction material, mud and dirt. the basic composition 

of a small particle will be obtained at intervals a second with the assistance of this system. By 
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utilizing this methodology each the inorganic and organic particles will be analysed with equal 

capacities. 

IR-Microspectroscopy: This methodology is beneficial to work out the molecular composition 

of little particle that is inorganic in nature. Traces like artificial fibres, paint, drug and plastic 

etc. will be analysed by exploitation these techniques. this system consists of a Fourier 

remodeled Infrared photometer hooked up to a reflective magnifier.[1] 

 

Conclusion:  

Trace proof encompasses something that may be touched, broken, transferred, shed and left 

behind throughout a criminal offense if a chunk of it, despite however little, will be found 

throughout the investigation. Trace proof will be wont to investigate any variety of crime. Trace 

proof plays a vital role within the investigation because it provides an important link between 

the suspect, scene of crime and victim. the worth of trace proof depends on the condition of 

proof and what will learn from its analysis and the way it's utilized in the investigation. 
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BLOODSTAIN PATTERN ANALYSIS 

 

 

Abstract :- 

Bloodstain Pattern Analysis may be a rhetorical discipline within which, among others, the 

position of victims are often determined at crime scenes on that blood has been shed. to see 

wherever the blood supply was investigators use a straight-line approximation for the flight, 

ignoring effects of gravity and drag and so overestimating the peak of the supply. We have a 

tendency to determined however accurately the placement of the origin are often calculable 

once as well as gravity and drag into the flight reconstruction. We have a tendency to created 

eight discoloration patterns at one meter distance from the wall. The origin’s location resolve 

for every pattern with: the straight-line approximation, our technique as well as gravity and our 

technique as well as each gravity and drag. The latter 2 ways need the amount and impact rate 

of every discoloration, that we have a tendency to are ready to confirm with a 3D scanner and 

advanced fluid dynamics, severally. we have a tendency to conclude that by as well as gravity 

and tangle the flight calculation, the origin’s location are often determined roughly fourfold a 

lot of accurately than with the straight-line approximation. Our study allows investigators to 

see if the victim was sitting or standing, or it would be potential to attach wounds on the body 

to specific patterns, that is very important for crime scene reconstruction. 
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Introduction :- 

Bloodstain Pattern Analysis (BPA) is outlined because the study of the shapes, sizes, 

distribution and locations of bloodstains so as to see the physical events that gave rise to their 

origin. for instance, if associate degree object (e.g., a hammer) strikes a volume of liquid blood 

(e.g., a victim), droplets diverge aloof from the origin through the air and once touch a surface 

a bearing pattern (Fig. 1a) are going to be formed1. In distinction to deoxyribonucleic acid 

analysis, which provides data regarding the donor of the blood (individualization), BPA might 

give data regarding the events that have taken place throughout the crime. Among others, the 

investigator desires to grasp wherever the placement of the blood supply (also referred to as 

the ‘region of origin’), was throughout the blood shedding event. This data might substantiate 

or refute claims of, e.g., self-protection, that is incredibly necessary within the court of law to 

avoid miscarriages of justice. many ways exist to see the region of origin, for instance, the 

stringing method2, the tangent method1, or the mathematical technique from Varney et al.3. 

Most ways assume the trajectories of the droplets to be a line rather than falcate, neglecting 

gravity and air resistance (drag). This assumption causes associate degree overestimation tall, 

which might be as massive as 45 cm counting on the gap between origin and wall4. so as to 

require the effects of gravity and drag into consideration, the impact speed of the blood driblet 

at the time it hits the surface is required5. Studies regarding impact of blood droplets indicate 

that it's potential to work out the impact speed from the ensuing stain, however it's obsessed on 

the amount of the stain that they may in some way measure5,6,7. These studies attempt to 

circumvent this drawback by taking the quantity of spines, created round the stain, into 

consideration. However, recently we tend to showed that it's potential to work out the amount 

of a dried stain which it's potential to calculate the amount of the first driblet before impact8. 

consequently, we tend to developed a way which might be accustomed verify the impact speed 

supported the dimension of Associate in Nursing elliptical stain and its original volume9. 

during this study, we tend to show for the primary time that it's potential to work out the amount 

of bloodstains from a true impact pattern and infer the impact speed of every stain chosen by 

the skilled. a lot of significantly, we tend to show that with this methodology we tend to ar able 

to take each gravity and drag into consideration once crucial the flight of a blood driblet and 

verify the region of origin of a control pattern rather more precise and correct than the ways 

presently in use. This analysis allows the investigator to work out the placement of the blood 

supply within the area and connect it to the position of the victim (like standing or sitting), or 

connect specific wounds to bound patterns. to work out the region of origin by taking gravity 
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and drag into consideration, we tend to need 5 parameters of every stain: 1) location of the 

bloodstain in x, y and z coordinates, 2) directional angle γ, 3) impact angle α, 4) volume of the 

first blood driblet and 5) impact speed of the blood driblet. the primary parameter is trivial and 

measured simply, that is completed for the present ways in use. The directional angle γ is 

measured by comparison the direction of visit the vertical (Fig. 1b,c). The impact angle α may 

be determined from the form of the stain because the dimension Wmax and length Lmax of the 

elliptical define of the stain (Fig. 1c) ar by trial and error associated with the impact angle by 

sinα = Wmax/Lmax10. it's potential to work out the amount of a bloodstain8, but this has ne'er 

been done before with bloodstains of a control pattern. we are going to show that by suggests 

that of a 3D surface scanner we are able to verify the amount of tiny (≈1 μl) bloodstains in an 

exceedingly non-intrusive and objective manner (see supplementary materials). For the 

ultimate parameter, the impact speed, recent studies for easy fluids counsel that it may be 

inferred from the utmost diameter that Associate in Nursing impacting drop of notable volume 

attains5,9,10,11,12,13. throughout impact upon a surface, droplets unfold in an exceedingly 

circular fashion, wherever spreading is driven by mechanical phenomenon forces and 

countered by capillary and viscous forces9,14,15. These forces may be quantified in terms of 

the Weber variety, We = ρD0v2/σ, the quantitative relation between the mechanical 

phenomenon and capillary force and therefore the painter variety Re = ρD0v/η, the quantitative 

relation between the mechanical phenomenon and viscous forces. Here ρ denotes the density 

of the fluid, D0 the diameter of the driblet on the wing, v the impact speed of the driblet, σ the 

physical phenomenon physical phenomenon the consistence of the fluid. As spreading slows 

down, the spreading driblet reaches its most diameter, once that it will either retract because of 

the capillary forces15 or stay stapled to the surface16, that is that the case for blood droplets17. 

Recently, Laan et al.9 showed that spreading of droplets generally, together with blood 

droplets, may be delineated by suggests that of Associate in Nursing interpolation between the 

spreading behavior for the capillary regime (We1/2)11,17 and therefore the viscous regime 

(Re1/5)10,18. This interpolation resulted within the following relation: 
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where the impact variety P = WeRe−2/5 and A = 1.24 may be a fitting parameter. By measure 

the dimension, the impact angle and therefore the volume of a stain (D0), equation (1) may be 

resolved numerically for the impact speed. consequently, it's potential to resolve the equations 

of motion for a projected driblet flying through the air, that is influenced by gravity and drag19 

. 

Results 

Volume estimation of bloodstains 

How much a driblet spreads depends on the amount, which might merely be deduced from the 

very fact that larger droplets produce larger stains. consequently, to work out the speed of the 

driblet hit the surface we tend to need the first driblet volume. when a discoloration dries, it 

leaves a residue, the dried red blood cells, the number of that depends on the hematocrit value8. 

Plasma consists just about out of ninety one water and red blood cells contain just about 

seventieth water20. If we tend to assume all water evaporates throughout the drying method, 
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then the drying quantitative relation quantitative relation ought to increase linearly as a operate 

of the hematocrit price. supported the amount quantitative relation between dried and 

contemporary blood it's potential to deduce the first volume of a discoloration by activity the 

amount of the dried stain. To do so, we tend to use a 3D surface scanner (see supplementary 

materials). underneath laboratory conditions, we tend to measured in total the amount of forty 

droplets. 

By plotting the dried volume (AreaScan3D) as a operate of the contemporary volume, obtained 

by means that of consideration the contemporary driblet, we tend to ar able to confirm the 

drying quantitative relation that is that the slope of the acceptable the info points (Fig. 2a). In 

our experiments the hematocrit price (Hct = 44%) was unbroken constant leading to a drying 

quantitative relation of fifteen.6%. In distinction, forward all water evaporates, the drying 

quantitative relation for Hct = 44% ought to be eighteen.2%. However, the info points shown 

in Fig. 2a, show a linear trend, therefore there looks to be a relentless quantitative relation 

between the contemporary and dried blood volume values. we tend to conclude that the 

measured dried discoloration volume depends on the device used (see supplementary methods). 

We, therefore, determined a standardization curve specified the right volume of the bloodstains 

is calculable. The label drying quantitative relation (κcal) allows U.S. to work out what the first 

driblet volume was from a 3D scan of the dried discoloration. after all the hematocrit price will 

vary between people and consequently the drying quantitative relation of the blood. Therefore, 

the measurements of Fig. 2a were continual for blood with varied hematocrit values (Fig. 2b). 

because the hematocrit price will increase, the drying quantitative relation will increase yet. By 

fitting a line to the info points, a relation is obtained to correlate the Hct price to κ: 

Volume and drying quantitative relation measurements of bloodstains. 

The volume of dried bloodstains obtained with the AreaScan3D planned as a operate of the 

amount of the contemporary driblet determined by means that of the burden and density. The 

acceptable the info points offers U.S. the label volume quantitative relation between the dried 

and contemporary stains, that during this case (Hct = 44%) equals V-day. (b) The drying 

quantitative relation quantitative relation as a operate of the hematocrit price. The line is that 

the acceptable the info points of that the slope is that the drying quantitative relation. 

 

Eq. (2) allows U.S. to work out what the drying quantitative relation is for varied Hct values, 

i.e., completely different individuals, once victimization the AreaScan3D. 
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Impact pattern analysis 

As shown on top of, it's potential to work out each parameter necessary for the reconstruction 

of a flight together with the results of gravity and drag. consequently, we tend to tested our 

technique on stains of a true impact pattern at European country rhetorical Institute (NFI) 

wherever we tend to created eight impact patterns (n = 8) from a distance of 1 meter. we tend 

to show however correct and precise we will confirm the situation of the origin by decisive the 

falciform flight of every discoloration chosen by a BPA professional. 

We create a distinction between the purpose of Origin (PO) and therefore the Region of Origin 

(RO). The PO is that the actual location given in x, y and z coordinates (PO(x, y, z)), that we 

tend to calculated the pattern to be originated from. The Ro is outlined as doubly the quality 

deviation (SD) of the shortest distance between the PO and every flight (see supplementary 

materials). In Fig. three associate degree example is shown of the analysis of a typical impact 

pattern consisting of the straight-line approximation (red) and our technique together with 

gravity (green). The blue dot represents the situation of verity origin. The spheres represent the 

Ro and therefore the black dot within the middle of the spheres represents the PO. For this 

specific pattern thirty one stains were analyzed (red dots). verity origin of all patterns was at a 

height of sixty three.7 cm, (true origin POorigin(x, y, z) = (100,150, 63.7) in cm). it's clear that 

the straight-line approximation overestimates the purpose of origin height, zPO = 91.1 cm, that 

is associate degree overestimation of twenty seven.4 cm. With our technique we tend to 

confirm the peak to be fifty eight.5 cm, that truly differs solely by −5.2 cm, that is nearly one 

order of magnitude a lot of correct. the quality deviation caused by mensuration errors (width, 

length and volume measurements) is somewhat larger for our technique than for the straight-

line approximation. yet, verity origin falls inside the quality deviation of our technique, that 

isn't the case for the straight-line approximation. Next, we tend to analyzed eight impact 

patterns with the straight-line approximation, our technique together with gravity and our 

technique together with each gravity and drag. The exactitude and accuracy of all the results of 

the 3 strategies ar compared to 1 another (Fig. 4). 

 

Impact pattern analysis 

As shown higher than, it's attainable to see each parameter necessary for the reconstruction of 

a flight as well as the consequences of gravity and drag. consequently, we tend to tested our 

methodology on stains of a true impact pattern at Netherlands rhetorical Institute (NFI) 
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wherever we tend to created eight impact patterns (n = 8) from a distance of 1 meter. we tend 

to show however correct and precise we will confirm the situation of the origin by decisive the 

arcuate flight of every discoloration chosen by a BPA professional. 

We create a distinction between the purpose of Origin (PO) and also the Region of Origin (RO). 

The PO is that the actual location given in x, y and z coordinates (PO(x, y, z)), that we tend to 

calculated the pattern to be originated from. The Ro is outlined as doubly the quality deviation 

(SD) of the shortest distance between the PO and every flight (see supplementary materials). 

In Fig. three associate example is shown of the analysis of a typical impact pattern consisting 

of the straight-line approximation (red) and our methodology as well as gravity (green). The 

blue dot represents the situation of verity origin. The spheres represent the Ro and also the 

black dot within the middle of the spheres represents the PO. For this specific pattern thirty one 

stains were analyzed (red dots). verity origin of all patterns was at a height of sixty three.7 cm, 

(true origin POorigin(x, y, z) = (100,150, 63.7) in cm). it's clear that the straight-line 

approximation overestimates the purpose of origin height, zPO = 91.1 cm, that is associate 

overestimation of twenty seven.4 cm. With our methodology we tend to confirm the peak to be 

fifty eight.5 cm, that really differs solely by −5.2 cm, that is sort of one order of magnitude a 

lot of correct. the quality deviation caused by measure errors (width, length and volume 

measurements) is somewhat larger for our methodology than for the straight-line 

approximation. yet, verity origin falls inside the quality deviation of our methodology, that isn't 

the case for the straight-line approximation. Next, we tend to analyzed eight impact patterns 

with the straight-line approximation, our methodology as well as gravity and our methodology 

as well as each gravity and drag. The exactness and accuracy of all the results of the 3 ways 

square measure compared to at least one another (Fig. 4). 
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Example of the region of origin mental image of a bearing pattern wherever red is that the 

straight-line approximation and inexperienced is our gravity enclosed methodology. 

(a) Front read, (b) vista, (c) high read, (d) 3D read. The red dots represent the bloodstains 

chosen for analysis. The red lines and inexperienced curves represent the trajectories 

determined with the straight-line approximation and gravity enclosed methodology, severally. 

The blue dot depicts verity origin. The red and inexperienced spheres represent the Ro of the 2 

ways. 
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The accuracy and exactness of the analysis of eight impact patterns. 

The deviation from true origin for the x, y and z coordinates and also the variance for the 

straight-line approximation (red), {the methodology the tactic the strategy} as well as gravity 

(green) and also the method as well as each gravity and drag (blue). The bars represent the 

deviation measured for eight (n = 8) analyses performed. The error bars represent the variance 

of  and . 

 

Accuracy 

The accuracy of our results may be outlined because the distinction between the situation of 

the origin wherever we expect the blood came from and also the origin wherever it really came 

from, i.e., the PO that we tend to live and also the true origin for the x, y and z coordinates 

severally. consequently we tend to determined the deviation between PO and true origin for 

the x, y and z coordinates for these impact patterns: 
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where i is that the index of the patterns and POmethod is that the purpose of origin calculated 

by suggests that of the varied ways. just in case of good accuracy, each POmethod and POorigin 

square measure equal and consequently is zero. so associate increasing corresponds to a 

decreasing accuracy. examination the results from the straight-line approximation with our 

methodology as well as gravity (Fig. 4), it's clear that the x and y deviations square measure a 

similar, as they ought to be, as a result of they're calculated identically. In distinction, for the z 

coordinate the deviation is reduced dramatically, from roughly 20 cm for the straight-line 

approximation to roughly minus 2 cm for the gravity enclosed methodology, that is associate 

improvement of 1 order of magnitude, so increasing accuracy. despite the fact that the variance 

(error bar Fig. 4) of is larger than that of , it still falls inside the 20 cm deviation from the 

straight-line approximation. the tactic as well as each gravity and drag features a deviation of 

roughly 5 cm, that is over the gravity methodology, evidently (see discussion). In distinction, 

the variance of in Fig. four is way smaller than the variance of . it's clear that the accuracy is 

highest for the tactic solely as well as gravity. additionally, the straight-line approximation has 

the most important systematic error. 

 

Precision 

The exactitude of our results is outlined because the unfold of the trajectories in house at the 

purpose of origin. consequently, the dimensions of the artificial language provides America 

data concerning the exactitude of our analysis with the assorted ways. Therefore, we tend to 

determined the typical size of the region of origin: 

 

 

where SDmethod,i is that the variance of the used methodology for one specific pattern (see 

supplementary methods). just in case of excellent exactitude, all trajectories close in one single 
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purpose and therefore the average variance equals zero. consequently, a rise in corresponds to 

a decrease in exactitude. Figure four shows the exactitude , i.e., the typical size of the red and 

inexperienced spheres from Fig. 3. it's clear that the quality deviation for our gravity 

methodology is slightly above for the straight-line approximation. In distinction, the quality 

deviation for the drag enclosed methodology is smaller than each the straight-line and gravity 

methodology. consequently, together with each gravity and drag provides the very best 

exactitude for the mechanical phenomenon calculation. 

 

Maximum deviation 

We determined the typical most deviation supported the various ways with a ninety fifth 

confidence level (Fig. 5), by means that of: 
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For the straight-line approximation we are able to have a deviation the maximum amount the 

maximum amount that is in accordance with the results of First State Bruin et al.4 WHO found 

similar results. although the straight-line approximation features a high exactitude, the accuracy 

is low as a result of gravity and drag area unit neglected. For the gravity methodology, this 

most deviation diminishes to roughly 15 cm. In distinction to the straight-line approximation, 

the gravity enclosed methodology features a terribly high accuracy and a high exactitude. 

Finally, slightly will increase for our drag methodology (roughly 16 cm), as a result of the 

accuracy is lower although the exactitude is higher. These results show that together with 

gravity and drag, the origin is determined a minimum of two occasions a lot of accurately than 

with the straight-line approximation, having a ninety fifth confidence level. 

 

Discussion 

The results according during this paper show that we tend to area unit able to confirm the 

degree of little (≈1 μl) bloodstains to work out the impact rate of these stains and consequently, 

the position wherever they came from. additionally, with our methodology we tend to estimate 

the PO way more accurately than the straight-line approximation. of course, the peak estimation 

for the gravity methodology is on the average below truth origin, as a result of drag isn't 

thought-about. because of drag, the speed decreases because the drop flies through the air. 

however once tracing back the mechanical phenomenon from the stain to its origin, time is 

inverted and therefore the rate will increase because of drag. consequently, the drag enclosed 

trajectories can continuously be between the line mechanical phenomenon and therefore the 

gravity mechanical phenomenon, that explains why the drag enclosed model features a higher, 

positive mean deviation from the mean compared to the gravity enclosed model. 

On the opposite hand, the droplets don't really originate from one purpose as, throughout a 

bearing, the blood is initial extruded into liquid sheets and ligaments, that successively split 

into droplets (see supplementary video). solely once this do the droplets follow the ways 

delineated by the attraction and drag model. because the sheets and ligaments area unit 

distributed over an area of house, no methodology can realize all trajectories crossing at one 

purpose, i.e., , in spite of however correct the measuring of the stain dimensions or however 

physically correct the mechanical phenomenon model. additionally, because of the physical 

limitations of our setup, the breakup happens around and on top of the particular purpose of 

impact of the weapon. therefore the peak estimation can continuously be slightly 
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overestimated, i.e., for z can continuously be nonzero and positive. The results from our model 

together with each gravity and drag replicate this overestimation well. Finally, the equations of 

motion of the blood droplets become a lot of non-linear if air drag is enclosed, since drag 

depends on the speed of the drop itself. it's entirely attainable that this ends up in errors that 

propagate within the reconstruction of the mechanical phenomenon, leading successively to 

the multiplied deviation. 

An elaborate study21 supported pc modeling showed that typical indoor air currents will have 

a big impact on the trajectories of mobile droplets. Standards on indoor air conditions22 limit 

the most permissible air rate in dwellings to zero.3 m/s. supported indoor wind of zero.5 m/s 

the recorded flight path deviations were but but a drop of 5 mm in diameter (deposition height 

one.4 m) that may increase up to 2–3 m for a drop of zero.1 mm in diameter21. supported these 

findings, air currents will influence discoloration patterns and therefore the determined location 

wherever they originate from, that is ought to have additional investigation. 

The standard deviation decreases (increase of precision) once gravity (and drag) area unit taken 

under consideration for the mechanical phenomenon reconstruction, as a result of the trectories 

lie nearer to 1 alternative. This increase of exactitude is stunning as a lot of variables (volume 

and impact velocity) area unit introduced to the calculation, increasing the quantity of random 

errors. However, by implementing gravity and drag, the trajectories follow a a lot of realistic 

path and therefore increasing exactitude. The exactitude of our methodology would possibly 

even be multiplied additional by removing outliers from our information set23, however, this 

falls outside the scope of this investigation. 

Various studies have tried to extend the accuracy of directional analysis3,5,7,24,25, however 

to our information, none of those ways area unit used on the crime scene. all the same, there's 

a high demand for up the scientific ways used inside BPA on the crime scene26,27. Our new 

methodology allows investigators to differentiate between a sitting and standing position or 

would possibly even connect specific patterns to wounds created throughout the bloodletting 

event. consequently, the investigator are able to reconstruct the events of the crime in additional 

detail. 

This technique may be used on the crime scene because the 3D scanner will simply be 

transported. additionally, our technique is non-invasive and contact-less, a requirement for 

victimisation it in rhetorical applications, considering contamination. These attributes create 

the scanner appropriate to use on the crime scene. With only 1 extra activity, particularly the 
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3D scan, we have a tendency to produce several potentialities regarding the reconstruction of 

the trajectories. additionally, the analysis of the bloodstains doesn't increase in quality when 

put next to directional analysis. 

On a criminal offense scene it's not unlikely that the bulk of bloodstains found area unit 

downward directed. With this technique it'd be attainable to require downward directed 

bloodstains into consideration. These forms of bloodstains area unit currently excluded within 

the analysis because the height estimation becomes terribly inaccurate. However, by increasing 

the origin distance from the wall, additional downward directed stains are gift. 

Finally, we have a tendency to apply our volume and rate measurements solely on impact 

discolouration patterns. However, this technique may additionally be used for analyzing 

different kinds of discolouration patterns. as an example, the drip path pattern (stains ensuing 

from droplets, created exclusively by gravity) may well be investigated to see the typical height 

of deposition28. Moreover, cast-off patterns (patterns created thanks to the fast movement of a 

bloody object) may well be investigated to see the swing radius and perhaps even the velocity 

of the object29. 

 

Conclusion 

By suggests that of those proof-of-principle experiments, we have a tendency to show that with 

our technique we have a tendency to make a way additional correct and precise determination 

of t.he purpose and region of origin once performing arts the analysis for stains that area unit 

elect by BPA specialists. it's evident that the accuracy may be any improved by taking 

additionally the downward directed stains into consideration that area unit typically discarded 

on the crimes scene, however this is often subject of future study. once victimisation the 

straight-line approximation, solely upward directed discolouration may be thought-about for 

analysis as downward directed bloodstains may are influenced by gravity. If so, this introduces 

associate degree intolerably massive margin of error for the downward directed stains, that may 

represent the bulk of stains found at a criminal offense scene. we have a tendency to anticipate 

this study to be of right smart importance for investigators United Nations agency use BPA to 

reconstruct the events that happened on crime scenes. The improved accuracy can enable them, 

as an example, to raised verify the position of the victim or it'd be attainable to attach 

discolouration patterns to specific wounds on the body, that disagree tall. 
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LEGAL NEWS FROM JULY 15 TO JULY 30, 2021 

 

PIL filed in Supreme Court by ML Sharma to seek court-monitered SIT probe into the 

Pegasus Scandal 

 

 

 

A writ petition has been filed by in Supreme Court by Advocate ML Sharma seeking a court-

monitered probe by a Special Investigation Team into the reports of alleged snooping by 

government agencies using Israeli spyware Pegasus over journalists, activists, political 

adversaries, Constitutional functionaries etc. 

Sharma’s present PIL on the Pegasus Scandal lists the Prime Minister of India Narendra Modi 

and the Central Bureau of Investigation as the respondents. 

Pegasus made by the Israeli software firm NSO Group, can infect smartphones without users’ 

knowledge and access virtually all their data. 

The PIL raises the following issues :  
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a) Whether Constitution allows Prime Minister and his minister to snoop citizen of 

India for their vested political interest? 

 

b) Whether buying of Pegasus software without approval contra to the Article 266(3), 

267(2) and 283(2) does not attract S.408 & 409, 120-B of  IPC? 

 

c) Whether snooping of common citizen of India, opposition leaders, judges of the 

judiciary and others do not attract an offence S.3 of the O.S. Act of 1923 as well as 

u/s 65, 66 & 72 of the Information Technology Act 2000 couple with Violation of 

Article 21(Sic). 

According to a report of The Wire, the woman staffer who raised the sexual harassment 

allegations against the former Chief Justice of India Ranjan Gogoi and some of her family 

members were listed as the potential targets of Pegasus snooping. 40 Indian journalist, political 

leaders like Rahul Gandhi, election strategist Prashant Kishore etc are reported to be in the list 

of targets, as per The Wire. 

“Pegasus scandal is a matter of grave concern and an attack on the Indian democracy, 

country's security and judiciary. The widespread use of surveillance is morally disfiguring. 

National security implications of this software is huge," the plea said. 

"Even if authorised (which is doubtful), the use of Pegasus poses a national security risk," 

reads the plea. 
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“We cannot have two parallel legal systems, one for rich and powerful and the other for 

common man” : Supreme Court 

 

 

The Supreme Court in Somesh Chaurasia v. State of Madhya Pradesh noted that trial Judge’s 

apprehension in the case that he was being subjected to political pressure showed that “the 

existence of a dual legal system will only chip away the legitimacy of law.” 

Supreme Court cancelled the bail granted to Govind Singh, husband of  Madhya Pradesh BSP 

legislator Rambai Singh in connection with the murder of Congress leader Devendra Chaurasia.  

The facts of the case indicate that despite the registration of an FIR on March 15, 2019, wherein 

Chaurasia’s son Somesh has alleged that Govind Singh was complicit in the murder of his 

father, no steps have been taken by the investigating authorities to arrest him, noted the Court. 

The Supreme Court categorically stated that the Madhya Pradesh Police have been complicit 

in shielding Govind Singh. 

It defies reasons as to how an accused, who is the spouse of a sitting Member of the Legislative 

Assembly, has not been arrested, despite being arraigned in pursuance of the provisions of 

Section 319 of the Code of Criminal Procedure 1973 to face trial for an offence under Section 

302 of the Indian Penal Code 1860. 

“India cannot have two parallel legal systems, one for the rich and the resourceful and those 

who wield political power and influence and the other for the small men without resources and 

capabilities to obtain justice or fight injustice. The existence of a dual legal system will only 

chip away the legitimacy of the law,” a bench of justices DY Chandrachud and Hrishikesh Roy 

observed. 
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The bench said the present case was fit for cancellation of bail. The High Court ignored material 

concerns while granting bail. “Unfortunately, the high court failed in its duty to ensure that the 

sanctity of the criminal justice process is preserved. This court has had to step in to ensure that 

the rule of law is preserved,” the bench added. 

The court also took note of the lack of infrastructure and protection given to trial court judges, 

saying subordinate judiciary judges are made targets when they stand up for what is right. 

"Independence of the judiciary implies independence of each and every judge from political 

pressures and other external influence and control, as also the independence from their 

superiors in the judiciary itself in that there may be no interference in their decisions", 

elaborates the Court. 

“The colonial mindset which pervades the treatment meted out to the district judiciary must 

change. It is only then that civil liberties for every stakeholder – be it the accused, the victims 

or civil society – will be meaningfully preserved in our trial courts which are the first line of 

defense for those who have been wronged,” the bench said. 

Referring to additional sessions judge (ASJ) in Damoh allegations that he was under 

tremendous pressure while conducting the trial, the bench said: “A judiciary that is susceptible 

to such pressures allows politicians to operate with impunity and incentivises criminality to 

flourish in the political apparatus of the state. An independent and impartial judiciary is the 

cornerstone of democracy.” 
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“Tarikh par Tarikh”,  Delhi man shouts in Courtroom, creates ruckus over delay in 

Justice. 

 

 

Irked over frequent adjournments in a case, a man damaged computers, furniture and dais of 

the judge in the courtroom of a district court here, screaming out an iconic film dialogue, 

''tarikh-pe-tarikh (date after date)'' for hearing. 

The incident happened in courtroom number 66 of the Karkardooma court. Rakesh, a litigant, 

got agitated over the delay in getting justice due to adjournments. He lost his temper after the 

reader of the courtroom gave him a long date for a hearing in the case pending since 2016. 

Following the ruckus, the Courtroom staff raised an alarm and thereafter the police arrested 

him, and he was presented before a magistrate, who remanded him to judicial custody. 

Delhi Police has booked Rakesh under Section 186 (voluntarily obstructs any public servant in 

the discharge of his public functions), Section 353 (assaults or uses criminal force to any person 

being a public servant), Section 427 (mischief), and Section 506 (criminal intimidation). 
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“SUPREME COURT ADJOURNS HEARING PLEA CHALLENGING DELHI HC’S 

JUDGMENT IN DEFAMATION CASE FILED BY MANISH SISODIA” 

 

The Supreme Court delayed on Friday the BJP leader, Manoj Kumar Tiwari's hearing, in a case 

of defamation by Delhi Deputy Chief Minister, Manish Sisodia, against a judgement in Delhi, 

which denied the ruling made by the magistrate to quash the ruling. 

The Justice Division comprising Indira Banerjee and Justice V. Ramasubramanian heard the 

plea and reported the case to a further hearing on 25 August 2021. The case was postponed. 

For AAP leader Manish Sisodia Dr. AM Singhvi appeared. Senior counsel for the House of 

Representatives Manoj Kumar Tiwari and Vijender Gupta, R. Venkatramani, opposed to the 

request for Vacating Stay submitted by the Manish Sisodia. 

The notification was issued on 27 January 2021 with the provisional stoppage of ACMM-I, 

Rouse Avenue Court Complex, New Delhi, from operation of the convocation order. 
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“AMAZON DEAL WITH FUTURE GROUP LANDS IN A SOUP, CCI ISSUES 

SHOWCAUSE NOTICE TO SHOPPING SITE” 

 

Amazon has been notified by the Competition Commission of India that the online shopping 

company masks facts while seeking clearance to take a 49 percent interest in Future Coupons 

Pvt Ltd. (FCL). 

Amazon's factual components of the transaction were not revealed by a letter submitted to CCI 

on 4 June when it sought the clearance of the 2019 agreement by not disclosing its strategic 

stake in Future Retail. 

Amazon's ambitions to sell its retail companies to Reliance Retail are now in legal dispute with 

Kishore’s Biyani-led Future Groupe. 

Currently the Supreme Court is examining whether Amazon's decision at the Singapore 

International Arbitration Centre, as an emergency arbitration award, is legal and if the Future 

Group cannot complete the deal. 
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A copy of the showcase notice has been presented to the Supreme Court by the Future Group 

on Thursday. Amazon acknowledged this notification, but added that it was "incapable of 

commenting, at this point in time, on the merits or content of any claim." 

In an interview with the Apex Court Amazon said that Biyanis had been constrained by an 

Emergency Arbitrator award (EA) from Singapore, restricting its future retail Ltd from dealings 

with Reliance Retail on Rs 24,713 crore. 

The senior advocate for Amazon, Gopal Subramanium, stated that the company's group 

doctrine was correctly used in the case and that the Future Group Company could not argue 

that the judgement was not enforceable as it was not party to any arbitration or agreements. 

The latter was not a party. 
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“SC REFUSES PLEA OF VODAFONE, BHARTI AIRTEL, TATA-TELESERVICES 

TO RE-CALCULATE OUTSTANDING AGR, DEMANDED BY DOT” 

 

On Friday, the Supreme Court rejects the request of telecommunications firms for the re-

calculation by the Department of Telecoms for overdue Adjusted Gross Revenue (AGR) 

(DoT). L. Nageswara Rao, S. Abdul Nazeer and M.R. Shah Special Bench of Justices issued 

the Order. On 19 July, Vodafone Idea, Bharti Airtel and Tata Teleservices were granted a ruling 

by the Supreme Court. The Apex Court gave telecommunications service providers a ten-year 

period in September last year to pay up to 93,520 crore AGR duty to settle the government's 

balance.  

The country's top court decided that telecommunications companies must pay the government-

defined AGR sum. The Supreme Court has stated that AGR is not paid by firms so that they 

are bankrupt. Rs 1.47 lakh crore is excellent under AGR according to statistics. In which Rs 

50,399 crore and Bharti Airtel Rs 25,976 crore are deposited by The Vodafone Idea. Telecom 

firms submitted their case before the Supreme Court that AGR duties were wrongly calculated. 

The corporations submitted a request for re-calculation for AGR before the Supreme Court. 

The petition says that the government has incorrectly imposed licence fees, spectrum usage 

fees in numerous areas. In addition, the government twice added a lot of bills. The 
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Telecommunications Department calculates the AGR for telecommunications firms' overall 

revenues. Included is the profit of firms and the profit gained from the sale of property and 

deposit interest. As part of AGR, only services revenues should be included by the same 

telecom firms. These firms requested that their overall earnings as part of AGR be taken into 

account. 

They claim that non-essential businesses such as rents and revenues from phones or roaming 

charges should not be included in the income, they pay a percentage of — they just wish to pay 

for their core business revenue. The DoT is charged by AGR to telecom firms for licence and 

use. In addition, it also comprises (between 3% and 5%) spectrum costs and licencing duties, 

which amount to eight% of the overall earnings. This is included in the AGR. 
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“DELHI HC SEEKS CENTRE’S STAND IN PLEA CHALLENGING 

CONSTITUTIONAL VALIDITY OF IT RULES, 2021” 

 

On Thursday the Delhi Court appealed to the Centre’s stance in a second challenge against the 

constitutional legality, on February 25, 2021, of the Information Technology Rules 

(Intermediate Guideline and Digital Media Ethics Code). 

A note was sent with the petition by a lawyer, who was impacted by the rules of law, to the 

Bench of Chief Justice DN. Patel and Justice Jyoti Singh. The issue is scheduled for 13 

September 2021. 

The defender, Uday Bedi, has challenged Rules 3 and 4 of IT Regulation 2021 for violating 

privacy and thus being in constitutional and ultravires by a Parent Act, i.e., the information 

technique law, 2000 in his position as user of the various Social Media Intermediaries, 

including WhatsApp, Instagram and Twitter. 

The plea thus reads: “The direct and inevitable test prescribed by the Hon’ble Supreme Court 

of India in Maneka Gandhi v. Union of India, (1978) 1 SCC 248 if applied to the present case 

shows that the Petitioner who is a regular user of the SMIs, is no longer being afforded 

protection of privacy in his communication with his peers and clients, freedom to express his 

views and protection from arbitrary action of the State. All these are not only fundamental 

rights of the Petitioner but also form part of the basic structure of the Constitution. 

Constitutionality of the Impugned Rules is further being challenged on the grounds that they 

have been made in bad faith; and they are inconsistent with the parent legislation.” 
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The plea also states: “While giving powers in excess of the powers given under the parent 

legislation, to voluntarily remove access to information that does not conform to Rule 3(1)(b), 

the Impugned Rules have allowed the SMIs to place the users of these platforms under constant 

surveillance which is a gross breach of the right to privacy which has been recognized by the 

Hon’ble Supreme Court of India in K.S. Puttaswamy v. Union of India, (2017) 10 SCC 1.” 

The appeal calls for no system to allow the information creator to be heard before the SMI 

decides to ban access to the material, depriving him, without even being heard, of the 

fundamental rights. "This provision is, therefore, very harsh and is a grave breach of Article 

14," the petition says. 

Furthermore, by decrypting all talks between various individuals, SMIs can discover the initial 

author of the communication, therefore violating their privacy. 

The petition seeks to abrogate Rules 3 & 4 of the Rules of Procedure of IT 2021. 

The plea thus states: “Impugned Rules are anti-theatrical to the fundamental principles of 

democracy which is part of the basic structure of the Constitution, where the State agencies are 

liable to be transparent and the citizens are allowed various rights and freedoms.” 
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Supreme Court Advocates On Record Association asks SC Advocates on Record 

Welfare Trust to immediately discontinue from using the words ‘Supreme Court 

Advocates – on – Record’ in its name 

 

The Supreme Court Advocates on Record Association with a 9:3 majority through its resolution 

on July 18 has asked the SC Advocates on Record Welfare Trust to forthwith desist from using 

the words ‘Supreme Court Advocates – on – Record’ in its name as also the address of 

SCAORA in relation to its operations and activities, and to carry out consequential corrections 

in all records pertaining to the Trust. 

The Association has stated that the use of such name as well as the address of SCAORA by the 

said Trust has led to the erroneous impression that the said Trust is being run or managed by 

SCAORA while taking note of the trust Deed of “Supreme Court Advocates-on-Record 

Welfare Trust” dated February 07, 2013. 

The Executive Committee of SCAOR has said that the presence of the President, Vice- 

President and Secretary of SCAORA, who as per the said Trust Deed are to be ex officio 

trustees in the said Trust during their tenure, does not tantamount to the said Trust being run or 

managed by the EC of SCAORA in office. 

It is noted that the elected Executive Committee of SCAORA in office has no access to or 

control over the Trust property received by the Trust by virtue of it using the words Supreme 

Court Advocates – on – Record ‘in its name and the address of SCAORA. 
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The Executive Committee of SCAOR alleged that contributions that legitimately should have 

been credited to SCAORA for the benefit of its members have been received by the said Trust, 

leaving SCAORA bereft of funds. 

It is further noted that the said Trust Deed not only enables any advocate ( other than an AOR 

who is member of SCAORA ) to become a life trustee upon contribution / donation of a sum 

of Rs 25 lakhs or more to the corpus of the Trust , but that  its objects and purposes also extend 

the benefits to non AORS as well. 

The Memorandum of Association of SCAORA or any Rules of SCOARA do not permit or 

justify the lending of the name of ‘Supreme Court Advocates – on Record’ by an EC of 

SCAORA to any entity, and that too , to receive contributions by  The virtue of using the words 

‘ Supreme Court Advocates – on – Record ‘ in its name and the address of SCAORA , with the 

elected Executive Committee of SCAORA in office having no access to or control over such 

contributions .  The Memorandum of Association of SCAORA or any Rule of SCAORA also 

does not permit or justify the use of such contributions by non AORs for the benefit of non 

AORs, highlights the resolution. 
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TRS MP Kavitha Maloth Sentenced to Six Months Imprisonment for Bribing Voter 

 

A local court on Saturday sentenced Telangana Rashtra Samithi (TRS) MP from Mahabubabad 

in Telangana, Kavitha Maloth, to six months imprisonment on charges of bribing voters during 

the 2019 Lok Sabha elections. 

The court for trial of cases related to MPs/MLAs here also slapped a fine of Rs 10,000 on her. 

This is the first time that a sitting Lok Sabha MP has been convicted of bribing voters ahead of 

a general election. 

The case, which relates to a party worker distributing money, seeking votes in her favour, was 

registered with Burgampahad police in Bhadradri-Kothagudem district following a complaint 

by election officials, police said. 
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Pegasus Row: Rajya Sabha MP Moves Supreme Court Seeking Court-Monitored Probe 

Rajya Sabha member John Brittas has moved the Supreme Court seeking a court-monitored 

probe into the snooping of activists, politicians, journalists and constitutional functionaries 

using Israeli spyware Pegasus. 

A massive political row has erupted after The Wire – in collaboration with 16 other media 

organisations – reported that the Pegasus spyware was being used to conduct surveillance on 

about 300 Indians, including ministers, political leaders, government officials and journalists.  

Brittas, a member of the Communist Party of India (Marxist), has filed a public interest 

litigation in the Supreme Court. He said that recent allegations of snooping has caused concern 

among a large section of people in India and that snooping would have a chilling effect on free 

speech and expression. He has sought a court-monitored investigation into allegations of 

snooping using Pegasus spyware. 

In a statement on Sunday, Brittas, said that despite the very serious nature, the Central 

government has not cared to investigate into the allegations involved in the issue but “made 

only a hopeful hope that the time tested processes in our country are well-established to ensure 

that unauthorised surveillance does not occur”. 

“Therefore, the queries were raised in the Indian parliament with respect to this leakage. But 

the government has neither denied nor admitted the snooping by the spyware,” he said. 

Amid a row over the Pegasus spyware issue, the government had said that illegal surveillance 

was not possible with checks and balances in the country’s laws and alleged that attempts were 

being made to malign the Indian democracy. 

On July 19, IT Minister Ashwini Vaishnaw told the Lok Sabha that the reports on the snooping 

published a day before the start of the Monsoon Session of Parliament “cannot be a 

coincidence” and stressed that there is “no substance” behind the sensationalism. However, the 

minister did not specify whether the Indian government was using Pegasus spyware. 

Brittas, on Sunday, also claimed that allegations lead to two inferences, that either the snooping 

was done by the government or by a foreign agency. If it was done by the government, then it 

was done in an unauthorised manner. If the snooping was carried out by some foreign agency, 

then that is an act of external aggression and needs to be dealt in a serious manner, Brittas 

pointed out. 
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Nadda Rules Out Leadership Crisis in Karnataka, Says Yediyurappa Has Done Good 

Work 

 

Amid speculation about a change of guard in Karnataka, Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) president 

J.P. Nadda on Sunday ruled out any leadership crisis in the southern state and said chief 

minister B.S. Yediyurappa has done good work. 

He termed as baseless the Pegasus snooping allegations, and hit out at the opposition parties 

over it, saying that there was no issue left with them. 

Talking to reporters in Panaji at the end of his two-day Goa visit, Nadda also said that the BJP 

would fight the assembly elections in Goa due early next year under the leadership of chief 

minister Pramod Sawant, but added that a formal decision about it would be taken by the party’s 

parliamentary board. 

On Karnataka, he said, “Yediyurappa has done good work. Karnataka is doing well. 

Yediyurappa is taking care of the things in his own way.” 

When asked if there is a leadership crisis in the southern state, Nadda said, “That is what you 

feel. We don’t feel so.” 
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Nadda’s remarks assume significance as they came hours after the Karnataka chief minister 

said he will take an appropriate decision, once he receives directions from the BJP high 

command this evening, regarding his continuation in the post. 

“By evening once it comes, you will also get to know about it, once it comes I will take an 

appropriate decision,” Yediyurappa had said in Belagavi in response to a question whether the 

directions from the party high command in Delhi were expected today. 

Replying to a question over the Pegasus snooping row, Nadda said, It is baseless It is issueless. 

The opposition parties led by the Congress do not have any issue which they want to raise for 

people. That is why they raise this kind of issue.” 

Last Sunday, an international media consortium had reported that over 300 verified Indian 

mobile phone numbers, including of two ministers, over 40 journalists, three opposition leaders 

besides scores of businesspersons and activists in India, could have been targeted for hacking 

through the Pegasus spyware of the Israeli firm NSO. However, the government has been 

denying all Opposition allegations in the matter. 

Speaking about frequent disruptions in Parliament, Nadda said, “We are ready for all types of 

discussion, but Congress along with other opposition parties has become disappointed and 

issueless, and hence resorts to such disruptions They do not know what to do. They want to 

stop Parliament over issueless things. 

“But people know that despite all their efforts, the productivity of Parliament has broken all 

the records under the dynamic leadership of Prime Minister Narendra Modi. In Lok Sabha and 

Rajya Sabha, the business has broken all the records, he added. 

Responding to another question, Nadda termed the Congress as a rudderless boat. 

“Congress party, from Delhi to Goa, is a rudderless boat and its sailor does not know which 

side to sail He does not know where the winds are blowing,” he added. 

Nadda, while talking about the upcoming Goa elections, said that he was very happy over the 

performance of the Pramod Sawant-led government and the ruling BJP in the state. 

“Goa has done an all-round development under the leadership of Pramod Sawant,” he said. 

On asked whether the party will project a fresh chief ministerial face in the next year’s election, 

Nadda said, “We are proceeding under his (Sawant’s) leadership. There is no possibility of 
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looking at any other thing…But there is a system in the party that such announcements are 

done by the Parliamentary Board.” 

Talking about the MLAs, who had switched over to the BJP from the Congress two years back, 

Nadda said that all the legislators have assimilated themselves “totally and fully” into the party 

fold. 

From 2017, the BJP has grown and become a formidable force in the state, he asserted. 
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Ranchi Police Arrest Three Over Alleged Plot To Topple Hemant Soren-Led Govt 

The Ranchi Police on Saturday arrested three people who have been accused of conspiring to 

overthrow the coalition government of the Jharkhand Mukti Morcha (JMM), Congress and 

Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD) in Jharkhand, news reports said. 

According to the Times of India, they were arrested on the complaint of Congress MLA from 

Bermo, Anup Singh alias Kumar Jaimangal Singh. 

The report, citing the police statement, said the three accused – Abhishek Dubey, Amit Singh 

and Niwaran Prasad Mahto – confessed that they planned to contact political personalities and 

offered them cash. The police seized Rs 2 lakh cash, documents and electronic equipment from 

the accused.  

Two of them, Dubey and Singh, are government employees, India Today reported, citing 

sources, while the third accused Mahto is believed to be a liquor seller. 

A first information report (FIR) filed at the Kotwali police station alleged the accused were 

engaged in Hawala transactions for horse trading of MLAs. In his complaint, Singh said some 

rich persons were staying at the hotel under fake names and trying to establish contact with the 

MLAs. 

According to Free Press Journal, the police had earlier searched several hotels at Bokaro, 

Dhanbad and Ranchi on July 16 as hawala traders were found staying there. They shifted their 

base to three hotels at Ranchi, the police told FPJ. 

Premises of two travel agencies, who were suspected to be involved in tour arrangements for 

the legislators, were also raided by the police, the report added. 

The FIR has been filed under different sections of Indian Penal Code(IPC), including 419, 420, 

124 A and Prevention of Corruption Act. 

Supriyo Bhattacharya, general secretary of the ruling Jharkhand Mukti Morcha told Free Press 

Journal over phone: “It is not an ordinary incident. There is a well planned conspiracy to 

overthrow the elected government by the BJP. Plans were being made to purchase the ruling 

party MLAs since Thursday and the conspirators were accommodated in three posh hotels of 

the state capital. I charge BJP with plotting to topple the Hemant Soren government. An alert 

special branch of police uncovered the conspiracy”.  
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In the Jharkhand assembly, out of 81 members, the JMM led by Hemant Soren has 30 MLAs, 

Congress 16, JVMP 3, RJD 1, independent four, while BJP has 25 members. 
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Delhi High Court seeks Delhi Government stand in another plea against New Excise 

Policy 

 

The Delhi High Court has asked the Delhi Government to respond to a petition contesting the 

Delhi Government's numerous modifications to the New Excise Policy for 2021-2022. Chief 

Justice D.N. Patel and Justice Jyoti Singh made up the bench that heard the case. 

 All India Bhrashtachar Virodhi Morcha, a recognised NGO, filed the petition through 

Advocate Vijay Sharma. To begin, the Delhi government announced a new excise policy in 

June of this year, which was made public on July5, 2021. For the purpose of issuing liquor 

licences, the policy split Delhi into 32 zones, each with 27 liquor vends. 

The Delhi Government issued a tender on June28,2021, requesting e-bids for the award of 32 

zone retail licences for the years 2021-22 through an e-tendering procedure for the sale of 

Indian and foreign liquor in the NCT of Delhi region, based on the recently approved policy. 

According to the plea, the petitioner group submitted an RTI request for information on the 

new excise policy. Following that, on July12,2021, the petitioner group filed a complaint 

against the new policy; however, no action has been taken as of yet. 

The appeal seeks to have the clause pertaining to the decrease in the legal drinking age struck 

down, as well as the provision stating that foreign liquor and Indian-made foreign liquor can 

only be sold through privately owned vending machines and not through government-operated 

vending machines. 
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Delhi HC defers hearing plea seeking guidelines for search and seizure at advocates’ 

premises 

 

The Delhi High Court on Wednesday postponed a hearing on a petition seeking the creation of 

rules to be followed when conducting searches and seizures at the offices of lawyers. 

Chief Justice D.N. Patel and Justice Jyoti Singh requested Additional Solicitor General Chetan 

Sharma to allow time to make a brief answer. 

Sharma objected to the non-disclosure of the identity of the attorney at whose office the search 

was allegedly carried out. “The Supreme Court has ordered PIL to come clean... “It can't be 

that a PIL is filed, causing the entire process to be sped up without adequate disclosure,” 

Sharma added. 

Advocate Nikhil Borawankar filed the PIL in response to a search and seizure performed by 

police authorities at a lawyer's office on December24, 2020. The appeal asks for an order 

establishing obligatory rules for police or investigative agencies to follow when conducting 

search and seizure operations on the premises of an advocate. 

The plea avers that provisions of Section 100 of the Code of Criminal Procedure are insufficient 

to address the particular circumstances of the execution of a search warrant against an advocate, 

in that it is almost certain that any such search and seizure will inevitably lead to the recovery 

of privileged information to which the investigating agency may not be entitled ab initio.  
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The plea also claims that any police intrusion on an advocate's rights violates the rights of the 

people he represents to a fair trial, as guaranteed by Article21, and the right to self-

incrimination, as guaranteed by Article 20(3) of the Indian Constitution, jeopardising the 

client's right to a free and fair trial. 

The plea continues, "Access to an advocate's personal and professional digital devices is a 

significant and flagrant invasion of the privacy of a private citizen and a member of the Bar 

who is engaged to act for his client." 

The plea prays for issuance of search warrants against advocates only when investigating 

officer has obtained prior sanction from the Director of Prosecutions (DoP); and only when the 

Court issuing search warrant concludes in writing that alternative methods of obtaining 

information have been considered by the investigating agency and that such efforts could 

compromise the criminal investigation or prosecution, or could result in the obstruction or 

destruction of evidence, or would otherwise be ineffective.  

The plea also asks for search warrants issued against advocates to be carried out in accordance 

with S.103 CrPC whenever possible, and for reasons to be recorded by the magistrate in the 

order issuing the warrant, as well as the appointment of a "privilege team" consisting of law 

enforcement agents unrelated to the investigation and Bar Council appointed independent 

advocates to carry out searches warrants. 

In addition, the plea asks for the direct submission of all seized documents/items to the 

jurisdictional magistrate, as well as a directive to all participating law enforcement officers to 

wear clear and visible identification as well as individual body cameras throughout the search 

warrant execution. The whole search should be recorded and videotaped, and the recording(s) 

should be deposited with the jurisdictional magistrate at the conclusion of the proceedings. 

On addition, the plea requests that law enforcement agencies and the judiciary get appropriate 

training in the provisions of legitimate search and seizure. The matter will now be heard on 

September 3 by the bench. 
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Andhra Pradesh High Court directs state govt to consider Forest Beat Officer for 

promotion, since pending charges are not grave 

 

 

The Andhra Pradesh High Court has ordered the state Forest Department to examine a Forest 

Beat Officer for ad hoc promotion because the allegations against him were not serious and did 

not entail any moral turpitude, embezzlement, or failure to perform his duties. On July24, a 

single-judge bench led by Justice D.V.S.S. Somayajulu considered the petition, noting that the 

only charge levelled against the petitioner is that he was not diligent in guarding the red sandal 

logs, but the petitioner was not on duty on the day the alleged offence occurred, as noted by 

the Enquiry Officer himself. 

On January14,2019, the petitioner received a charge document and was notified that an 

investigation will be conducted against him. The investigation was carried out, and the Enquiry 

Officer's findings indicate that the petitioner was not even on duty on the day of the claimed 

offence. 

The theft occurred on September17, 2018 on the night of September18,2018, according to the 

investigation report. On September16,2018, the petitioner was on night duty. As a result, the 

Enquiry Officer determined that the accusations levelled against him were unfounded, and he 

was cleared. 
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The petitioner's counsel argued that no action has been taken to date, and that the petitioner's 

juniors are being promoted, denying the petitioner's case solely because charges are pending 

against him. 

The incidents and dates described by the Counsel are not disputed by the Government Pleader. 

The report of the Enquiry Officer exonerating the petitioner is also accepted. It is also stated 

that when the investigation was completed, an explanation was provided to the notice issued. 

According to the Government Pleader's orders, final procedures began on November20,2020, 

and they are being submitted to the Government based on the inquiry report. He also stated that 

the investigation has been “under process” since November20, 2020. The counter field has a 

similar impact. The fact that additional proceedings were held in November 2020 is a 

subsequent occurrence brought to the Court's attention. 

Both Counsel called the Court's attention to the G.O. dated June20, 1999. The G.O. also allows 

the state to grant ad hoc promotions if the crime involved is not morally reprehensible. 

As a result, the Court concluded that Petitioner should have been considered for ad hoc 

promotion earlier since the offence was not a serious one involving moral turpitude, 

embezzlement, or significant neglect of duty. The Enquiry Officer's conclusions cannot be 

disregarded, especially since it is shown that the Petitioner was not even on duty on the day of 

the alleged theft. 

The Bench further stated that the Petitioner's case should be considered for advancement. The 

Judge stated that the denial of promotion in this case is a penalty that has been imposed despite 

the Enquiry Officer's exoneration. 
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Kerala HC issues notice to state govt on independent CEO for Police Complaint 

Authority 

 

The Kerala High Court has served a notice on the Kerala government, requesting a response 

on the appointment of an independent Chief Investigating Officer to assist the State Police 

Complaint Authority. 

A PIL filed by Jaffer Khan, a member of the Advisory Committee of the Road Accident 

Forum for the State and a human rights activist, was heard by the Division Bench of Chief 

Justice S. Manikumar and Justice Shaji P. Chaly. 

The petitioner's lawyer, Praveen K. Joy, said that multiple government notices for the 

appointment of Chief Investigating Officers in the State had been issued but had not been 

executed since 2016. According to counsel, Section 110 of the Kerala Police Act 2011 also 

requires the establishment of a Police Complaints Authority, which would be made up of State 

and District authorities. The petitioner stated that until the same was appointed, the State Police 

Complaints Authority would be unable to operate properly. 

The petitioner further requested that the case be considered urgently since there was a risk that 

the matter would be delayed if the Court did not give instructions, resulting in irreparable loss 

and damage to the general public. 

The Court noted during the hearing on July 22 that the Secretary to Government, Department 

of Home Affairs, Thiruvananthapuram is already listed as respondent No. 1. “Legendary Senior 

Government Pleader Aravinda Kumar Babu observes the respondents. The Court directed, 
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“Learned Government Pleader to seek instructions and file a statement or affidavit, as the case 

may be, to the averments and reliefs sought in the writ petition,” and set the date for August 9. 
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Covid-19 third wave: Patna High Court asks media to sensitise people on appropriate 

behavior 

 

The Patna High Court said on Tuesday that if the media played a key role, it could help prevent 

people's pain, suffering, and anguish during the anticipated third wave of Covid-19, while also 

emphasising that Bihar's "testing, tracking, and treatment" policy needs to be implemented with 

greater vigour. 

On a plea filed by Shivani Kaushik, the division bench of Chief Justice Sanjay Karol and Justice 

S. Kumar issued this decision. “We have read the affidavit filed by Pratyaya Amrit, Additional 

Chief Secretary, Department of Health, Government of Bihar on July26, 2021,” the Court 

remarked. 

“No doubt, considerable work has been done by the State in sensitising the people, cautioning 

them to take all measures for adhering to the warnings given by the experts and the State, 

particularly with regard to hand, respiratory, and social hygiene,” the Court stated. However, 

we believe the affidavit on vaccination is ambiguous, in that it does not define the amount of 

people who are entitled to be vaccinated, particularly in rural regions. Also, is there a sufficient 

quantity of vaccination doses accessible from the government? If this is not the case, should a 

request for increased quotas for allocation be made to the Union of India? 

The affidavit does mention that 71% of the State's urban population is vaccinated, but it is 

curiously quiet about the eligible population living in rural areas. 
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The Bihar government has initiated a campaign called Mission Mode "Six Crores in Six 

Months," according to the court, and as of July21,2021, 2.20 Cr. Vaccine doses are being 

delivered, but what we want to know is whether or not this procedure should be sped faster. Is 

it due to a lack of vaccine availability, infrastructure necessary for inoculation, or people's 

unwillingness or hesitancy to have themselves vaccinated? 

The Court ordered the Principal Secretary (Health), Government of Bihar, Patna, to file a 

supplementary affidavit focusing broadly on two aspects, namely, vaccination and the 

availability of health infrastructure at the district/sub-divisional level, both of which are 

necessary for dealing with Covid-19. 

At this moment, we can also say that the government has significantly reduced the state of 

lockdown, which has resulted in people/the general populace letting down their guard by not 

wearing masks and keeping social distance in public areas, according to the Court. 

The Court stated that the role of the media is critical in informing the public about the need of 

preserving hand, respiratory, and social hygiene, particularly keeping social distance in public 

spaces. The media's important role in preventing grief, suffering, and misery among the people 

of Bihar during the predicted third wave of Covid-19 is assured. We've just scratched the 

surface of this problem, which has to be addressed further. 
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Covid-19 third wave: Patna High Court asks media to sensitise people on appropriate 

behavior 

 

 

The Patna High Court said on Tuesday that if the media played a key role, it could help prevent 

people's pain, suffering, and anguish during the anticipated third wave of Covid-19, while also 

emphasising that Bihar's "testing, tracking, and treatment" policy needs to be implemented with 

greater vigour. 

On a plea filed by Shivani Kaushik, the division bench of Chief Justice Sanjay Karol and Justice 

S. Kumar issued this decision. “We have read the affidavit filed by Pratyaya Amrit, Additional 

Chief Secretary, Department of Health, Government of Bihar on July26, 2021,” the Court 

remarked. 

“No doubt, considerable work has been done by the State in sensitising the people, cautioning 

them to take all measures for adhering to the warnings given by the experts and the State, 

particularly with regard to hand, respiratory, and social hygiene,” the Court stated. However, 

we believe the affidavit on vaccination is ambiguous, in that it does not define the amount of 

people who are entitled to be vaccinated, particularly in rural regions. Also, is there a sufficient 

quantity of vaccination doses accessible from the government? If this is not the case, should a 

request for increased quotas for allocation be made to the Union of India? 

The affidavit does mention that 71% of the State's urban population is vaccinated, but it is 

curiously quiet about the eligible population living in rural areas. 
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The Bihar government has initiated a campaign called Mission Mode "Six Crores in Six 

Months," according to the court, and as of July21,2021, 2.20 Cr. Vaccine doses are being 

delivered, but what we want to know is whether or not this procedure should be sped faster. Is 

it due to a lack of vaccine availability, infrastructure necessary for inoculation, or people's 

unwillingness or hesitancy to have themselves vaccinated? 

The Court ordered the Principal Secretary (Health), Government of Bihar, Patna, to file a 

supplementary affidavit focusing broadly on two aspects, namely, vaccination and the 

availability of health infrastructure at the district/sub-divisional level, both of which are 

necessary for dealing with Covid-19. 

At this moment, we can also say that the government has significantly reduced the state of 

lockdown, which has resulted in people/the general populace letting down their guard by not 

wearing masks and keeping social distance in public areas, according to the Court. 

The Court stated that the role of the media is critical in informing the public about the need of 

preserving hand, respiratory, and social hygiene, particularly keeping social distance in public 

spaces. The media's important role in preventing grief, suffering, and misery among the people 

of Bihar during the predicted third wave of Covid-19 is assured. We've just scratched the 

surface of this problem, which has to be addressed further. 

The case was set for July30, and the Court directed that the Principal Secretary file the affidavit 

by that date. 
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‘Exorbitant entering Fees’: Uttarakhand state supreme court problems Notice to BCI, 

State Bar Council 

 

The Uttarakhand state supreme court on Wednesday issued notice on a Public Interest legal 

proceeding (PIL) difficult the validity of Bar Council of Uttarakhand Rules for levying 

extortionately high registration fees on law graduates for the method of entering. 

A bench comprising judge Raghvendra Singh Chauhan and Justice Alok Kumar Verma 

consequently issued notice to the Bar Council of Uttarakhand, the Bar Council of Bharat, the 

Union and therefore the government and directed them to file a reply inside four weeks. 

The PIL has been filed by Rural legal proceeding and title Kendra, a Dehradun primarily based 

work organization. The plea distinguished that the Advocates Act, 1961 beneath section 

24(1)(f) directs State Bar Councils to solely charge Rs. 750 as entering fees. However, contrary 

to the statutory directions, the Uttarakhand Bar Council charges entering fees of Rs. 18,650 

from general candidates, Rs. 15,525 from reserved class candidates, Rs. 38,650 from male 

candidates higher than forty years getting on and Rs. 33,650 from girls candidates higher than 

forty years getting on. 
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Plea to permit girls into National Defence Academy : Supreme Court to think about 

question of Interim Relief on August eighteen

 

The Supreme Court on Fri granted the Union Government the ultimate chance to file counter 

legal instrument in an exceedingly petition that seeks to permit eligible girls candidates into 

National Defence Academy (NDA), wherever solely men will be a part of currently. 

A bench comprising Justices Sanjay Kishan Kaul and Hrishikesh Roy noted that through notice 

was issued within the petition on March ten this year, no counter-affidavit has been filed 

nevertheless. On being told that consecutive spherical of examination is on Gregorian calendar 

month five, the bench announce the refer August eighteen to think about the problem of grant 

f interim relief. 

A division bench comprising Justice Sanjay Kishan Kaul and Justice Hrishikesh Roy was 

hearing the plea filed seeking directions for necessary steps to be taken to permit eligible 

feminine candidates to look for the National Defence Academy and academy Examination and 

train at the National Defence Academy. 

The present public interest petition raises the problem of violation of Articles fourteen,15,16 

and nineteen of the Constitution of Republic of India by denying the chance to eligible and 

willing feminine candidates to affix the National Defence Academy and afford them an 

opportunity to enrol, train and develop themselves within the National Defence Academy into 

future leaders of the Indian militia. 
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NLU syndicate agrees to contemplate grievance against Rs fifty,000 CLAT Deposit; 

Kerala court directs students to submit representations before three PM these days 

 

 

The syndicate of National Law Universities in agreement before the Kerala court to seem into 

the grievance relating to its demand for Rs. 50,000 deposit for participation within the allotment 

method. 

Justice Anu Sivaraman directed the grievances to be submitted before three p these days. 

The last date for registering for the counsel method beside the payment of the same quantity 

was set to be these days at 12:pm. However, the syndicate had extended its point in time for an 

equivalent until three pm these days. 

This development came throughout the hearing of a petition difficult the imposition of the 

condition that Rs. 50,000/- is to be deposited for being thought-about for allotment of seats 

even before admission. 

Advocate Thareeq Anver K representing the petitioners within the matter. 

It was conjointly alleged that the short period of time for remitting it place candidates with a 

poor economic background at associate degree unwarranted disadvantage, as although they get 

sensible scores, they're going to not be thought-about for the admission counsel method unless 

they paid the extortionate quantity inside in some unspecified time in the future. 

The syndicate of NLUs has in agreement to require up the grievance before its Grievance 

Redressal Committee and take into account all such applications these days itself. The matter 

has been denote to next week for any thought. 
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West Bengal Post-Poll Violence: Supreme Court Adjourns Plea for Probe by two weeks 

 

The Supreme Court of Friday adjourned for two weeks a plea filed seeking a court-monitored 

inquiry into the post-poll violence that materialized in West Bengal. 

While noting that the Union of Bharat and State of West Bengal aren't described through any 

Counsel, a bench comprising Justice Vineet thermoplastic resin and Justice Dinesh 

Maheshwari has permissible the petitioner to serve the Central Agency & Standing Counsel 

for West Bengal. 

“Mr Amit Sharma has place look for Respondent 39Election Commission of India). workplace 

Report states that Respondents 1&2 are served however aren't described through any Counsel. 

Petitioner is permissible to serve Central Agency & Standing Counsel for West Bengal” the 

bench recorded. 

The Supreme Court had on July first issued notice to the Central Government, State of West 

Bengal, and therefore the commission of Bharat within the case. 
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Killing of Jharkhand decide ; Supreme Court takes suo Moto Case on safeguarding 

Courts, protective Judges 

 

The Supreme Court on Friday took suo moto cognizance of the killing of an extra District 

decide in Jharkhand, Uttam Anand, World Health Organization was knocked down by a vehicle 

whereas on his morning jog at Dhanbad on July twenty eight. 

A bench headed by the magistrate of India Sagebrush State Ramana directed the Chief 

Secretary and Director General of Police Jharkhand to submit a report on standing of inquiry 

in one week. 

The suo moto case is given the name “In Re Safeguarding Courts and protective decides (Death 

of further Sessions Judge,Dhanbad). 

The bench created it clear that the Supreme Court is aware that the tribunal of Jharkhand is 

confiscate of the matter which, by this suo moto cognizance, it's not busybodied within the 

proceedings before the tribunal. 

The bench more that it's involved with the larger issue of nature of the incident and also the 

steps taken by the state governments for cover of judicial officers within and outdoors the court 

premises. 

The bench determined that in sight of comparable incidents happening across the country, the 

difficulty needs a bigger thought for a close examination of the difficulty of the protection of 

judicial officers and also the interests of the legal fraternity. 
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Transgender Advocate Ankani Biswas Made Panel Counsel in Legal Services Authority, 

West Bengal 

 

 

Ankani Biswas, a transgender lawyer, was empanelled as an Advocate in the Legal Services 

Authority of West Bengal on July 28 in a unique step. Justice Rajesh Bindal, the Acting Chief 

Justice of the Calcutta High Court and the Patron-in-Chief and Executive Chairman of the West 

Bengal State Legal Services Authority, made the decision. Advocate Biswas will be the first 

transgender person to be admitted to the Legal Services Authority's Panel of Lawyers. 

Karnataka just became the first state in the country to grant a 1% horizontal reservation in 

government positions for transgender people. In March 2021, the Kerala High Court issued a 

significant judgement permitting transgender people to work in the state in the National Cadet 

Corps (NCC). In February 2021, the Bihar government informed the Patna High Court that it 

would establish a special unit of Transgender Police Personnel at the district level to better 

represent the community. 
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Jharkhand, Tamil Nadu and Puducherry Bar Councils Condemn Alleged Murder of 

Jharkhand Judge Uttam Anand 

 

 

 

The Bar Councils of Jharkhand, Tamil Nadu, and Puducherry today denounced the alleged 

murder of Uttam Anand, the Additional District Judge (ADJ) of Dhanbad district, who was hit 

by a three-wheeled vehicle in broad daylight on Wednesday. The Jharkhand Bar Council has 

also resolved that on July 30th, all advocates in the state will boycott judicial activity in order 

to show solidarity and demand that the perpetrators be brought to justice. Also, 'strongly 

condemning the brutal murder of Judge Uttam Anand', the Tamil Nadu and Puducherry Bar 

Council has issued a press release stating thus: 

"If this kind of brutal murder is allowed to take place unabatedly, then this will be a challenge 

to the very existence of Judiciary and existence of rule of law and it will be like a direct threat 

to the Judiciary." 

To deal with these types of criminals, the Council has also recommended for the creation of a 

Special Investigation Team and Special Courts. 
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Shilpa Shetty Approaches Bombay High Court Seeking Restraint on Publication of 

Alleged Defamatory Content by Media 

 

Actress Shilpa Shetty Kundra has filed a petition in the Bombay High Court seeking an 

injunction against different known and unknown media houses/news channels from 

broadcasting defamatory content against her. Shetty claimed in her lawsuit, filed through 

Parinam Law Associates, that media outlets published the articles in question with the intent 

of increasing their readership by sensationalising news and reporting false statements about her 

and her husband Raj Kundra, who is the subject of a criminal investigation. 

She wants the 29 defendants to remove libellous content about her and provide an unreserved 

apology, claiming that the purported articles and videos are false, unfounded, and unwarranted. 

Clapping Hands Private Limited, Free Press Journal, Facebook, Instagram, Google, and others 

are among the replies. "Defendants be jointly and severally ordered and decreed to pay the 

Applicant an amount of Rs. 25 Crores as and by way of damages together with interest thereon 

@ 18% p.a. from the date of filing of the suit till payment and/or realization and/or for other 

interim/ad-interim reliefs as prayed for in the Plaint and the captioned Application," the 

petition states. 

She has accused the media of invading her privacy and interfering in her personal life by 

broadcasting inaccurate, disparaging, and false libellous claims about her life and marriage. 

Raj Kundra was arrested on July 19 and booked under sections 354(C) (Voyeurism), 292 (sale 

of obscene content), 420(cheating) of the IPC and Sections 67, 67A (transmission of sexually 

explicit material) of the IT Act and the Indecent Representation of Women (Prohibition) Act. 
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CLAT- Demand for Rs.50,000 Deposit for Counselling Registration Illegal, 

Unreasonable and Arbitrary: Plea before Kerala High Court 

 

 

CLAT's condition mandating a deposit of Rs.50,000/- for participation in the allotment process 

has been challenged in a writ case filed in the Kerala High Court. The case will be heard on 

July 30th before Justice Anu Sivaraman's bench. The applicants are postgraduate candidates 

seeking admission to National Law Universities. They are from low-income families and 

belong to the socially and educationally disadvantaged sections, according to the petition. 

They filed the petition because they were upset by the requirement that they deposit Rs.50,000 

in order to be considered for seat allotment even before admission. Money was also claimed 

that the short time limit for remitting it unfairly disadvantaged candidates from low-income 

backgrounds, because even if they received good scores, they would not be considered for 

admission counselling unless they paid the exorbitant amount within one day. On July 23, 2021, 

the Common Law Admission Test (CLAT), a centralised examination for admission to 

National Law Universities in India, was held for both undergraduate and graduate students. 

The examination results were released early on July 29th. The login portal further said that the 

deadline for depositing Rs.50,000 for consideration in the allotment procedure was 12:00 PM, 

July 30th. The petitioners claimed that the Consortium of National Law Universities was 

formed to strengthen the country's legal education standards by promoting improved 
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cooperation among National Law Universities in order to reach the best legal education 

standards possible. For the CLAT admission process, the Consortium of NLUs does not have 

a single prospectus. Candidates can obtain their own prospectus from each NLU at the time of 

application. They claimed that the need of Rs.50,000 to be paid as a prerequisite to the applicant 

being considered for the allotment was not included in the prospectus of the NLUs or in the 

notifications on the Consortium of NLUs' website. The Consortium had also announced the 

CLAT calendar on July 25, 2021 at 9 p.m., according to which the counselling invite list will 

be published on July 29, 2021, with candidates numbering around five times the number of 

seats in each category. 

The counselling registration process for candidates on the 'counselling invite list' will take place 

from July 29th to July 30th, up to 12 noon, according to the contested notification. Within this 

time frame, applicants must pay a fee of 50,000/- and fill out a preference list with a minimum 

of five chosen universities. Regardless of the candidate's marks, only those who pay Rs 50,000 

will be considered for the initial allotment process, which will take place between August 1 

and August 5, 2021. This condition, according to the petitioner, infringed on their fundamental 

rights to equality and personal liberty. An act of this type was said to be illegal, irrational, and 

arbitrary. 

Furthermore, it was claimed that because the candidates were not yet enrolled in any university 

at the time of payment, they were unable to approach banking organisations for educational 

loans."Due to the unreasonable and arbitrary practice, only those candidates who have 

immediate access to this exorbitant amount will be considered for further admission 

process," the plea stated. 

The case of Mohini Jain v. State of Karnataka and Ors [AIR 1992 SC 1858] was also cited, 

in which the charging of a capitation fee for admission to state-recognized educational 

institutions was overturned on the grounds that it was patently unreasonable, unfair, and unjust 

because it put education out of reach for the poor. 

The petition also alluded to the various expenses that candidates had to pay throughout the 

registration process for the exam. General/OBC/PWD/NRI/PIO/OCI candidates paid Rs.4,000 

in application fees, while SC/ST/BPL candidates paid Rs.3,500. 
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To acquire access to prior years' question papers, they had to pay an additional $500. It was 

also stated that once the answer key was published, candidates would have to pay a fee of Rs. 

1000 to file any objections. As a result, the petitioners have asked the court to declare the 

calendar null and void, as it requires a Rs. 50,000 payments to evaluate candidates in the 

allotment process. They also asked that candidates who have been invited to counselling be 

declared eligible for seat allotment on the basis of merit, even if they are unable to pay the 

deposit. 
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The Delhi High Court has ordered AIIMS to form a medical board for the medical 

termination of a 22-week-old foetus with many abnormalities. 

 

 

The Delhi High Court on Wednesday ordered the All-India Institute of Medical Sciences to 

form a medical board and submit a report on the medical termination of a woman's pregnancy 

after she had reached the 22-week mark due to several anomalies. On Monday, a single judge 

bench led by Justice Rekha Palli ordered Advocate Tanveer Oberoi, who was representing 

AIIMS, to submit a report. "Having pursued the ultrasound report, I'm of the view that 

respondent no.3 (AIIMS) ought to be directed to expeditiously constitute a medical board who 

will give information to the petitioner through her counsel and shall also furnish a report 

feasibility of Petitioner undergoing medical termination of pregnancy keeping in view the fact 

that pregnancy has also exceeded 22 weeks." The Court said. 

During the hearing, Advocate Sneha Mukherjee, who represented the petitioner woman, stated 

that she is seeking a termination of pregnancy based on a sonography report and the treating 

doctor's assessment that the foetus has multiple problems. The foetus was said to have many 

anomalies, including multiple deformities in the feet, spinal chord, and brain malfunction, 

among other things. The petitioner said that if the lady is not allowed to terminate her 

pregnancy, the foetus, who is already suffering from a variety of problems, will almost certainly 

die and that this will cause harm to the mother mentally and physically. The case will be heard 

in court again on Monday (2nd August). 
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Reasons for Refusal to Register a Property Section 71 of Registration Act: Kerala High 

Court 

 

 

 

 

Case Name: - M.A. Joy v. Sub Registrar & Ors 

Facts of the case: - Property owned by the petitioner was acquired to set up a pipeline by the 

Kerala Water Authority. As part of rehabilitation measures, a property measuring 1.62 Ares 

was assigned to him through a sale deed. In the said deed, it was equivocally stated that the 

entire rights over the property stood transferred to the petitioner and that he is entitled to enjoy 

the same without any restrictions whatsoever. The petitioner with the intention of assigning the 

property, executed a sale deed, paid the requisite amount by way of Stamp Duty, and presented 

the same for registration. However, the Sub- Registrar responded that since the property 

originally belonged to the Water Authority, the petitioner had to obtain a No-Objection 

certificate from the District Collector. But the district collector responded back that since 

absolute rights were transferred to the petitioner, NOC is not required for registration. 

Judgment of the case:- The petitioner relied on the maxim "Nul prendra advantage de son tort 

demesne" which translates into 'no one shall take advantage of his own wrong' to support his 

case. Reliance was placed on the decision of OPAL Builders Private Ltd., Mumbai v State of 

Maharashtra wherein it was held that if the authorities take time to adjudicate the stamp duty, 

the applicant cannot be made to face the consequences of the same. Justice Raja 

Vijayaraghavan while allowing the petition also held that reasons for refusal to register a deed 
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under section 71 of the Registration Act should be recorded. It was evident from the documents 

placed on record that the entire rights over the property were vested with the petitioner and 

neither the State nor the KWA had any rights over the same. He had absolute authority to 

transfer the same free of all encumbrances. It was seen that sub registrar had misinterpreted the 

statutory provisions and hence refused registration. Therefore, petitioner was entitled to 

succeed. 
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WOMEN WITHOUT LAW DEGREE PRACTISED AS AN ADVOCATED IN 

KERALA FOR MORE THAN TWO YEARS IS ABSCONDING. 

 

 

 

Lawyers in Kerala's Alappuzha Session Court have been left stunned after learning that a 

woman who has worked with them for nearly two years and even contested and won a post in 

District Bar Association was a fraud. 

The accuse named Sessy Xavier Resident of Ramankary, had been practicing as a lawyer in 

Alappuzha for around two-and-a-half years, without holding the LLB degree and registering 

with the State Bar Council. Reports say that Xavier, earlier, did an internship with a lawyer by 

pretending to be a final-year law student and was appointed as an advocate commissioner, in a 

few matters. But an anonymous letter alleging that she does not have a law degree has forced 

her to flee and no one knows where she is currently. 

Earlier this year, she even contested in the Alappuzha Bar Association election for the post of 

librarian and won by a comfortable margin But the Bar Association received an anonymous 

letter claiming that Xavier does not have a law degree. Following this; the Bar Association 

gave her 24 hours to produce her documents, which she failed. By the time the Bar Association 

approached the police with a complaint, Sessy had fled, allegedly with several rare books and 

documents from the library. 

Following this, a case has been filed against her under several sections including 420 IPC 

(cheating and dishonestly inducing delivery of property).On 22th July 2021, there were reports 
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that Xavier was going to surrender in the court, but after reaching there and learning that the 

police had added non-bailable sections against her, she fled the premises. 
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Kerala asks male govt employees to submit ‘no dowry’ declarations after marriage. 

 

In a step towards stricter implementation of the Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961, the government 

has issued a circular directing all male government employees to furnish a declaration to their 

heads of departments within one month of their marriage that they have not taken any dowry. 

Circular stated that declaration should be signed by the wife, father, and father-in-law of male 

government employees. 

The government has also decided to observe November 26 as Dowry Prohibition Day in the 

State. All students in high schools, higher secondary and vocational higher secondary schools, 

and colleges (technical, non-technical and so on) and other educational institutions in the State 

should take a pledge not to give or take dowry in a general assembly at the institution on Dowry 

Prohibition Day. The circular mentions the declaration is aimed at creating awareness among 

government employees of the ill-effects of the dowry practice and the importance of strictly 

implementing the Dowry Prohibition Act. The circular asks the declaration should be signed 

by the wife, father, and father-in-law of male government employees. The heads of department 

should furnish a report on such declarations once in six months, before April 10 and October 

10 every year, to the District Dowry Prohibition Officer (District Women and Child 

Development Officer) of the district concerned. The District Dowry Prohibition Officer has to 

submit a report of departments that have not furnished the declarations before April 15 and 

October 15 every year.  
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Uttarakhand HC declares deprivation of salary as being intra vires to Articles 21, 23 & 300-A of the Constitution 

 

 

The Uttarakhand High Court recently told the State government and the Uttarakhand Transport 

Corporation that depriving the Corporation’s workers of their monthly salaries violates their 

rights under Articles 21, 23 and 300-A of the Constitution of India. 

Emphasizing that neither the Transport Corporation nor the State Government are permitted to 

deprive employees of their rightful salaries month after month, the Division Bench of Chief 

Justice Raghvendra Singh Chauhan and Justice Alok Kumar Verma observed that the callous 

attitude of the State government cannot be appreciated. The court observed that considering 

the fact that these employees do not belong to the upper echelon of the Corporation, and are 

mere workers, as most of them happen to be drivers, conductors, and other employees, it is 

surprising that both the Corporation and the State Government have abandoned them out in the 

cold. 

 The Bench added that even the Supreme Court had held that the State cannot be permitted to 

violate the fundamental rights and the human rights of its employees. As such, the High Court 

emphasized that the State government cannot evade its responsibility in the issue. It 

emphasized that State's decision to defer 50% of the employees' salary for the coming months 

is volative of Article 23 of the Constitution and tantamount to an offense being committed. The 

Bench also asked the Centre to play a proactive role in resolving the issues between State of 

Uttar Pradesh and State of Uttarakhand within a period of two to three months in order to 

facilitate payment of amount due from former to the latter. An affidavit was submitted by the 

Transport Secretary stating that an amount of Rs. 23 Crores was released to the Corporation on 

June 29 by way of which salaries of employees for the month of February along with 

https://www.legitquest.com/act/constitution-of-india-1950/ADC
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contractual employees up to the month of March was disbursed. The development came after 

the Court had last month directed that an amount of Rs. 23 Crores be immediately transferred 

to the State Transport Corporation for the purpose of payment of its Employees' salary for the 

month of February and March this year. 
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